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Despite a move by council to slash the 
municipal mill rate by some two mills, 
North Saanich ratepayers are still faced 
with an overall hike of about 1V* mills 
this year.
And that mill rate jump will be 
compounded by a probable rise in 
assessment values for most homeowners 
in the municipality.
The overall expenditure figure ap­
proved by council today totalled some 
$3.84 million and includes spending for 
schools, hospitals and the Capital 
Regional District, in addition to 
municipal costs.
The overall mill rate was set at 68.36 
mills, up from last year’s 66.61 mills. 
But most of that increase came in school 
taxes which went up 3.1 mills this year.
Actual municipal spending jumped 
only 4.5 per cent this year — from 
$683,000 in 1979 to $714,000 this year.
^ M the municipal mill rate
. dropped from 18.75 mills to 16.75 mills.
$4,8m budget
adopted
Sidney council Monday night for­
mally adopted the 1980 budget of 
$4,897,800, up last year from , 
$4,096,300. Mill rates for school and 
hospital purposes increased while those 
for combined municipal and regional 
district and the assessment authority 
decreased.
Only taxation increase was for sewer 
frontage, raised from 36 cents to 75 
cents a foot. The water rate went down 
from $1.85 to $1.50 a thousand gallons, 
starting with the June billing.
Tax rates were as follows: Municipal 
and regional district - 44.524 mills. 
School - 47.722 mills. Hospital - 2.580 
mills. Municipal Finance Authority - 
.020 mills.
In other business:
•Council approved release of a 
newsletter with tax notices.
•The corps of commissionaires has 
agreed to provide the town with a 
second commissionaire, council was 
told, The extra man will give extended 
coverage on patrol up to 6 p.m. Monday 
to Thursday and Saturday. On Friday 
nights patrol will go to 9 p.m.
Trident back on track
Just four months after it shut up 
shop. Trident Aircraft Ltd. at Pat Bay 
Airport is back in business again — and 
that’s official.
■ Trident chief executive officer Jerry 
Vaverek had to learn from the 
newspapers and radio station. that his 
company had finally been granted a 
promised federal $4 million in loans and 
guarantees — but he’s nevertheless 
delighted.
“1 feel gteat — but I’ll feel better 
when I have evidence the system is in 
place and there’s some money in the 
bank,” he said Tuesday.
Vaverek said he hadn’t heard 
anything from an official source — 
‘‘except what I read in the paper. All 1 
know is what everybody else knows,”
Ed Lumley, federal minister of state 
for trade, announced Monday in 
Victoria that Ottawa had approved a $2 
million loan and a further $2 million 
guarantee. The British Columbia 
Development Corporation has promised 
to provide another $4 million in loans 
and company shareholders have said 
they’re committed to a further $2 
million.
And the future looks bright for 
Trident. Defeated Liberal candidate . 
Gerry Kristianson, who negotiated for , 
federal help for Trident during the 1979 
federal election, said Tuesday he was . 
pleased.
‘‘I don’t know why it took so long. 1 
knew it was going to happen but 
everyone else seemed to doubt it,” he
said.
: He said the next step was to make sure 
Tridents gets some of the work promised 
B.C. by such aircraft companies as 
McDonnell Douglas, which has just 
landed the $2.7 billion Canadian fighter 
contract and is starting to seek bidders 
for offset assembly work.
Reaction from Finance Minister Hugh 
Curtis was favorable and enthusiastic. 
He said Monday he was pleased the 
Liberal administration had fulfilled its 
campaign promise to assist Trident and 
endorsed “clean, high technology ex­
port-oriented industry for the penin­
sula.”
Consulting reports indicate the 
Trigull, the amphibious aircraft Trident 
will be producing, will out-perform
competing aircraft, Curtis said, adding 
there was a “good possibility that when 
the parts manufacturing portion of the 
industry is underway the capability will 
exist for subcontracting for other air­
craft companies.
Vaverek confirmed few of the original 
staff at Trident were now' available but 
said the staffing problem was “nothing 
that money won’t cure.”
■ We won’t get the same people back — 
they scattered when they w-ere laid off — 
but we’ll get others, he said.
“We have to go through the expense 
of rehiring and retraining,” Vaverek 
said — but he wasn’t complaining.





The Sidney/North Saanich regional 
library will not be moving from Sanscha 
Hall to the old Saanich school board 
office on Third Street — at least not yet.
The school board last week turned 
down an initial joint offer from Sidney, 
North Saanich and the provincial 
government to purchase the board office 
for use as a library.
Reading from a Finance committee 
report, ; North; Saianich Aid; Edgar 
Farthing told council Monday the board 
rejected an offer of $225,000 because it 
felt it should receive lhe appraised value 
'''fpfi;fherbp^a;i6ffice::aridi;pfppeftyv:^ 
either $230,^6 dr $2^,000, deperiding 
bh the appraisal.; I i
Mayor Eric Sherwood said he met 
with Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey- last 
week who indicated she will speak with 
provincial Finance Minister and Saanich 
and the Islands ML A Hugh Curtis about 
the latest developrhents, sometime this 
week.-\
Under the initial offer North Saanich
and Sidney would each contribute 
' $75,000 while the remaining $75,000 
would be picked up by the provincial 
government.
Sherwood said it was unfortunate the 
board would not accept the offer — 
especially since the municipdity has 
given the school district more than 10 
. acres at Parklands secondary school for 
their use.
^ put us over a barrel -
for public fundsi’ ’ Sherwood said. I 
Aid; Jim Gumming agreed, cqmr 
mentirig the la.nd, and schbpl board 
building were' initially purchased with 
public funds and now taxpayers are 
0 asked to pay for it all over again at ah 
■ ; inflated price. ■'- ■■
s Aid. Harold Parrott suggested council 
make an appeal to the minister of 
education. Parrott added council should 
perhaps have another qualified person 
examine the board office to see if it is 
equipped to handle the library without 
extensive and expensive renovations.
Rev. Ivan Putter held youngster's pet while leading assembly in prayer during annual ''bless the 
animals" service at St. Stephens Church Sunday. Tom Cronk Photo




Central Saanich council on Monday 
night officially fixed the municipal mill 
rate for 1980 and the news was good — 
and bad.
The good news was that the mill rate 
for general purposes, that is the taxation 
rate set by the municipality, was down. 
It was fixed at 35,3 mills down from 
35.8 last year.
The bad news was that the mill rale 
for .school purposes, over which the 
municipality has no control, was fixed 
this year at 47,7-up from 44.6 in 1979.
The rate for regional hospital di.striet 
purposes, charged against all 
municipalities within the capital regional 
district, nnolher rate over which 
municipalities have no control, was up 
to 2.5 mills from 1.8.
It all added up to the fact that Central
Saanich ratepayers will be asked to pay 
taxes on a total mill rate of 86,7 which is 
higher by 3,3 mills than the 1979 rate.
Add to that the fact that assessment 
on properties in all municipalities Is 
higher and the rc.Hult is that taxpayers 
will be asked to shell out more this year 
than last.
Total budget in Central Saanich this 
Conlitiucd on Page 2
Victoria alderman and developer Bob 
Wright’s proposed marina expansion at 
Tsehum Harbor has created a three-way 
split on North Saanich council.
At least one alderman has indicated 
he is in favour of allowing some marina 
expansion in return for certain con­
cessions from Wright,
Another alderman has said he is 
willing to begin negotiations with 
Wright, but discussion would not 
necessarily mean support for or 
agreement to the proposed expansion.
Finally, Mayor Eric Sherwood and 
other aldermen have stated llatly they^
arc dead against any expansion along 
the municipality’s foreshore.
Wright had applied to North Saanich
Continued on Page 3
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Sidney RCMP Const. Grant Bottrkll 
was .sentenced in county court Friday tb 
three months in jail for aitackitig a man 
he had arrested in the early hours of 
May 1 last year. The incident took place 
at 4 a.m. outside the Sidney detachment 
office.
An appeal has been launched by 
defence counsel Gordon MacDonald.
Uottrell was found guilty by a jury 
March 30 of two counts of assault 
causing bodily harm to David Kren-
brink, by hitting him with a nightstick 
borrowed at the time from a Victoria 
City police officer and by kicking him 
after he fell to the ground. While the 
assault took place another member of 
'the RCMP and two Victorlu’City police 
officers were on hand,
Judge Leslie Cashmun told the court 
the case was one of the most difficult 
involving a police officer that he had 
ever dealt with, During the proceedings 
on Friday, which took up most of the
day. Judge Cushman mentioned more 
than once that the public had great 
Interest in the ca.se and that even the 
worst of criminals should expect proper 
treatment by a peace officer.
Cashman said it was obvious, that 
Uottrell hud lost control of himself and 
may have tillowed iiome bitis again.st 
motorcycle gangs, of which Krcnbrink is 
a member, to influence his actions, He 
also pointed out that it was Important 
for the community as a whole to reali/c
that the police were prepared to in­
vestigate their own people just as they 
would anyone else.
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey gave 
character evidence on Uottrcll's behalf, 
along with Review publisher John 
Manning, and RCMP Corporals Gary 
Kaminski and Ricki Johnston. Mayor 
Sealey had warm itraisc for Botliell and 
said he was a credit to the police force 
and the community at large, She told the 
court she would be quite liappy to see
him resume police work in the town.
Review publisher John Manning said 
he had gone on patrol with Uottrell on 
numerous occasions and that over the 
past four years he had never once seen 
the constable act iti any way which could 
bring discredit to his role as a peace 
officer.
“He is known as Polar Bear by the 
young people in Sidney’’ said Manning.
“1 was continually impressed by the fact
that he seemed to know most of them by 
name.”'.
Manning said that he and Bottrcll had 
become frlendsiditring the time that they 
had known each other.
Both police corporals said they found 
Bottrclls work more than satisfactory 
and each officer in turn said he would be 
happy to have him working back at the 
detachment. However, Bottrell has told 
The Review he will be leaving the force,
Where People are invited to
"ASK US”...
'IIAWi
PRESCRIPTIONS and DRUG INFORMATION 
Our pharmacists welcome your inquiries.
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“Where People Are Important”
7181 West Saanich Rd. > in Beautiful Brentwood
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Help requested 
for wharves
Concern over inadequate 
facilities for small fish 
boats has prompted Sidney 
council to ask the federal 
government for help with
Winner of 
The Lions Qub 400 













Council agreed to ask 
Ottawa to either adapt the 
Fisherman’s Wharf in 
Tsehum Harbour to ac­
commodate small fish 
boats, or panicipate in the 
cost of repairing the 
Griffith Road Wharf.
Mayor .Norma Sealey 
said right now the Griffith 
Road Wharf is closed and 
there is concern that some 
fishermen who use the area 
will fee! the loss of it.
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Off and running for B.C. 's crippled children are some of the 550 students from North Saanich school in the 
province-wide **Milk Run" April 30. Students raised S54.32 in the three-kilometre run sponsored by B.C. Dairy 
Foundation arid B.C. Federation of School Athletic Associations. For their good spirit students received par­




For the Knights of 
Pythias, Victory Lodge No. 
63, April 10 marked the 
official visit of Deputy 
Grand Chancellor M.W. 
Eaton of District No. 2 
accompanied by Chancellor 
Commander Warren 
Savage and Past Grand 
Chancellor Len Spinks of 
.Maple Lodge No. 15.
Pythian Brother Bob 
Bannister was appointed 
grand lodge deputy 
representative. Pythian 
Brother W'ilf Hetman is ' 
lodge deputy.
Grand Lodge Knights of 
Pyihias have their con­
vention at Pentiction, B.C. 
on May 8 and several 
Sidney Knights are expected 
to attend. The Sidney 
Lodge now has 51 mem- 
", bers."; V'
The Lodge L bingo 
committee recently donated ; 
SlOO to : the : MS ;L fund^ 
sponsored by Sidney 
Volunteer Fire Department, 
f and SlOO to the Conquer 
Cancer Fund.
Continued from Page 1
year was S5,205,781 up from last year’s 
total of $4,699,617.
From that total. Aid. Earle Tabor 
pointed out more than half is levied for 
educational, hospital and other man­
datory costs over which the council has 
no control. Another huge slice is paid 
out in wages. The amount over which 
the municipal council has jurisdiction is 
relatively small.
penny-wise and pound-foolish 




Speaking of wages and the size of the 
allotment for salaries, Tabor said the 
work-force had doubled in Central 
Saanich in the past few years. He 
thought that there should be a 
management study to “look into the 
root causes of this spectacular in-: 
crease.”
It seemed to him, Tabor said, that 
while more and more was being spent on 
Nvages and salaries, there were still things 
which had to be done andmight not be 
receiving the attention they should — 
roads to be paved and drainage 
problems to be coped with.
“I sometimes wonder if we are being
Aid. Dick Sharpe did not agree with 
Tabor’s conclusions. It was true more 
and more money was being spent on 
wages and salaries, he said, but it should 
not be forgotten that this was money 
spent for work which had to be done. 
There w-as nothing wrong wth spending 
money for work — work was just as 
vital to the good health of .the 
municipality as tools and equipment.
Aid. George MacFarlane said there 
was not really a cut in spending, More 
money was being spent on roads and all 
other phases of the maintenance of the 
municipality than ever before. It was 
more and not less and additional sums 
expended on wages and salaries were 
inevitable in this day of inflation.
A budget statement indicated police 
and fire costs were considerably higher 
in Central Saanich this year and that , 
social welfare, planning and recreational 
costswe were all up. ■
(Behind the Bank of Nova Scotia) 
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GIVE YOURSELF A BREAK 
FOR MOTHER'S DAY
Send your Cleaning our way!
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for Bazan Bay
North Saanich council 
will ask the ministry of 
highways to expand the 
present waiting area for 
school bus students at the 
corner of West Saanich 
Road and .Ardmore Drive.
Council said it will supply 
the necessary sketch for 
work to be done, but said 
the road is the responsibility 
of the ministry of highways.
Council had been asked 
to take a look at the bus 
stop wailing area after 
Saannich school hoard 
expressed some concern for 
student-s' safety,
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Say About 
.Mothers
Directly across from Safeway
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fhCTs to lake your visitors G frlQicis
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familtes. Beautiful scenery and special twilight rat^k for 9-hole 
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Relax by the fire and listen to live enterta,inmftii while plaving. Chess. Cribbare Chei eis' 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool. ' , ' ,', ,
SIDNEVTlUVEWHKiE, 22» Beacon Sidney , 656-1176
^ 2 a.m,., dance to the music of the f0'.s 
featuring in the Lounge, Greg, Mieaffer, Guitar, Vocaint. p,m. to Midnieht,
* ”I wish she wouldn't 
nivikc me ’‘go-ptay-iri- 
your-room” when I’m t|ie 
only one there.”
• "I don’t like it when 
she makes me take a bath, 
I like to K’ clean, but it 
bakes too long ,
•"1 wish in'y Mommy 
wouldn't take our baby 
when we go in the car. It 
just cries, and I have to sit 
m the btick. bcrmetirnes 1 
used SO ,sit in the front witli 
just Mommy.”
■“I'wish nu" mo'ber 
svcnild lake me to get a 
httmburger. I haven't had 
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Mother’s.
In other North Saanich 
council news:
•Council requested a 
proposed footpath for 
Lowe Road be placed on 
the list for construction at a 
later date,
•Some $2,625 was in­
cluded in the 1980 budget 
for the construction ,of 
picnic benches for Bazan 
Bay Park.
•Aid, .lim Gumming 
warned council there will be 
problems with water supply 
in the north end of the 
municipality again this year 
beginnning in late June, 
and extending through July 
and August,
He asked council to 
approve a move by the 
Peninsula Water Com­
mission to rescind authority 
to sell water to Swanz Bay. 
It mcan.s sacrificing just 
over $1,500 for the next two 
years, Gumming stiid.
Council agreed with the 
move, and ,Ald, .\lan 
Cornford added problems 
have already begun to arise. 
He noted he received a call 
on the weekend from a 
woman who ran out of 
water.
•Council approved final 
adoption of a Heritage 
Advisory Committee set up 
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Three-way split Restrictions
Continued from Page 1 
council for an expansion of North 
Saanich Marina Ltd., but was turned 
down last year.
Wright then went to the B.C. 
Agricultural Land Commission to 
appeal the removal of 25.8 acres of land 
at Tsehum Harbor from the 
Agricultural Land Reserve.
The appeal was a success, and Wright 
has since gone ahead with plans for 
more than 40 houses on 'A acre lots at 
Tsehum Harbor.
Under the municipality’s present 
zoning regulations such a development 
is permitted.
Wright made the presentation to 
council at an informal meeting last 
week, attended by opponents of the plan 
as well.
received any formal proposal about a 
trade-off and would deal with one when
for Wright?
However, aldermen have said they 
would like to limit the size of the 
development, and at least one has 
suggested in order to do so council will 
have to allow some expansion of the 
marina.
Aid. Jim Gumming said Monday, 
“We’ve got to trade... that’s what it’s 
all about.’’
Wright has made application for Vi- 
acre lots. Gumming said, and he will be 
able to get them if the environment 
department gives its approval.
I’m willing to trade with him what he 
wants if we can get an equitable return. 
Gumming said.
But Mayor Eric Sherwood is deter­
mined to fight the marina expansion 
through to the end. “I’m not prepared 
to give up any more water leases.”
Sherwood said council has not
it came up.
Sherwood pointed out that in the 
meantime council has made an appeal to 
the Environmental Use Land Gom- 
mission to overturn the earlier ALR 
approval.
Turning to the proposed '/2-acre 
development, Sherwood said he isn’t 
sure the scheme is permissable under 
municipal law.
Any development must allow five per' 
cent parkland — or about 1acres of 
the 25-acre development at Tsehum, 
Sherwood said. Right now Wright’s 
plan doesn’t do that he added.
As well, Wright’s plan includes a 
panhandle development while North 
Saanich community plan does not 
permit that.
Sherwood said the plan will probably 
go back to Wright with proposed 
modifications.
In the middle is Aid. Jay Rangel who 
said an article in a Victoria daily paper 
did not reflect his opinion.
North Saanich council 
moved a step closer to 
placing development 
restrictions on property at 
Tsehum Harbor owned by 
Bob Wright.
Monday council ap­
proved second reading of a 
development control bylaw 
for land owned by North 
Saanich Marina Ltd. 
Gouncil’s next step is to 
take the bylaw to a public 
hearing before third reading 
later this month.




WALLACE DR. ^ W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRiCIS IFFICTIVi: MM 8, 9, 10 it 11, 1980
The article said Rangel favoured 
negotiation with Wright but with 
assurances of the marina expansion’s 
effect on the environment.
Rangel said Monday “the foreshore is 
inviolate”, and though he agrees council 
should negotiate with Wright, such talks 
do not necessarily mean support for 
expansion.
“I believe in talking with Bob Wright, 
as I believe in talking with the devil, but 
that does not mean I necessarily agree or 
support either.”
The B.G. Labour 
Relations Board opened a 
seven-day hearing into 
problems at the Sidney 
Branch of the Saanich 
Peninsula Savings and 
Gredit Union yesterday 
(Tuesday).
A total of 16 witnesses 
have been summoned for 
the hearing, which is set for 
the Royal Oak Inn on the 
Pat Bay Highway.
Both credit union 
management and the union 
representing eight credit 





Cauldrons, kettles, coal 
scuttles, log trays, 
warming pans, cider 
measures, jelly pans, 
coal oil and electric 
lamps, milk measures, 
fish poachers, door 
knockers, picture 
frames, candlesticks and 
miscellaneous.
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WHILE QUANTiliES LAST
WaiihitttQ Still
“NOW IN OUR BEAUTIFUL NEW DINING ROOM"
over THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OUR SUNDAY BUFFET
A motion restricting the 
extension of water leases at 
Canoe Cove Marina 
sparked a furious and 
sometimes bitter debate at a 
North Saanich council 
meeting Monday.
Council eventually tabled 
the motion which would 
have seen any further 
expansion at Canoe Gove 
Marina achieved by in­
creasing the density of: 
berths per acre instead of 
increasing the water leases.
- The motion, contained in 
a -report from Aid. Edgar 
Farthing, will come up at a 
later council meeting when 
"another report from Aid. 
Alan Cornford will also be 
included for discussion.
Cornford kicked off the 
heated discussion when he 
told council Farthing’s 
report was biased and not 
well researched. He said 
some items in the report are 
“incomplete” and “un­
substantiated.”
“I have some difficulty 
with about 85 per cent of 
these (items in the report).” 
Cornford said.
Farthing challenged 
Cornford, and rising on a 
point of privilege, said his 
integrity had been called 
into question.
Farthing .said he had 
contacted Cornford for his 
input into the report, but 
Cornford never responded, 
But Cornford denied ever 
hearing from Farthing, and 
said his first sight oF the 
report was in his package of 
inforinalion obiained from 
iiuinicipulsiaff.
Cornford .said the Canoe 
Cove Marina cxpan.sipn is 
an important case and will 
affect foreshore leases — 
both Commercial and 
residential — in the future.
He added couneir.s 
handling of Canoe Cove 
, „uppllcalidn for e.xpansion 
will establish how it will
handle other marina ex­
pansion applications.
But Farthing said he 
couldn’t see how one 
marina’s case could affect 
another case.
In calling for expansion 
throiigh increased density 
of berths per acre. Farthing 
noted Canoe Cove Marina 
has a density of about 29.3 
boats per acre while the 
average in other/ North: 
Saanich marinas is 46.9. '
SUNSHINE SALAD 
OR SOUP OF THE DAY 
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 
YORKSHIRE PUDDING 
STUFFED BAKED POTATO 
FRESH VEGETABLE 
MARINATED FRESH STRAWBERRIES 
COFFEE OR TEA
11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
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No defence?
Residents walking down Fifth Avenue from 
Malaview to Beacon one morning recently 
were shocked to see 22 small boulevard trees 
uprooted, broken off and otherwise 
mutilated. And this is nothing new - it 
happens all the time on several streets in the 
community. And in other communities as 
well. '
Recording acts of vandalism may be a futile 
business - and yet to ignore them smacks of 
acceptance. And we must never take this kind 
of destruction for granted, assume it to be a 
- fact of life. .
The big problem seems to be that there is 
very little effective defence against this 
wanton destruction. When planters are 
overturned on Beacon Avenue, flower beds i 
kicked to pieces and new trees damaged or 
destroyed - what do we do? How do we 
prevent it?
In one instance the town parks superin­
tendent planted a number of trees and 
surrounded them with stakes driven deep into 
the surrounding soil. In a couple of cases 
stakes and the enclosed trees were sawed off 
at ground level. The protective device seemed 
to act as a challenge.^^ ^
So what price the planned beautification of 
Beacon Avenue? When Sidney’s main street is 
finally dressed up in all its glory, will the 
vandals destroy it? ^
Yachts at anchor in Canoe Cove.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii letters 'iiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiniimiiiiinnniiniitiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui
Better send food
I cannot agree with Mr. Geoffrey Potter’s criticism of 
the North Saanich council and of Aid. Dermid 
Bingham, concerning aid to Indo-Chinese refugees.
In the first place the refugees result from a misguided 
American military adventure, and any consequences are 
chargeable thereto. '
If Mr. Potter or others similarly minded so desire, 
there is nothing in this world to prevent them from 
sitting down and writing personal cheques as evidence 
of their charity toward these unfortunate victims of 
military aggression. However this is not a proper 
responsibility of North Saanich property taxpayers 
acting through municipal government.
Mr. Potter’s description of these Indo-Chinese as 
delicate and sensitive people is not borne out by their 
behavior to one another, and the butchery which has 
taken several million lives in Vietnam and Cambodia 
during and since the American involvement. They are 
no different from any other humans, in having a good 
and a bad side, depending on the circumstances.
The underlying problem is over-population, endemic 
in tropical countries, where the restraints of northern 
climates, i.e. long cold winters and the need to survive 
between harvests effectively limit procreation to a level 
supportable by the land, simply don’t apply.
Unfortunately, however: charitable the motivation, 
the transfer of this surplus population to other countries 
does nothing to reduce the rate of procreation, and 
merely creates new problems in the recipient country. 
Better to send some food.
time span and it would be wrong of me to attempt to 
take on further duties at the time knowing that I could 
not then fulfil any to the best of my ability, thereby 
short changing all.
I would like to thank all those residents of Sidney who 
have voiced support to me and also the many viewers on 
the penninsula who have given such wonderful support 
to my “Close Encounters’’ program which I hope will 




While more and more people are feeling the 
need to reduce the amount of stress in their 
lives, evidence is mounting that links stress 
'and"maj6TillheSs^V;-V.:-'.
Stress, we are told, is an important and 
desirable part of life and man hak achieved 
much as a result of his response to stressful 
situations. Nevertheless, excessive and 
prolonged stress is neither helpful or healthy.
We need to learn how to cope with stress 
and hOw to work to reduce the factors in our 
society and in our lifestyle that cause un­
necessary feelings of anxiety and tension.
To draw attention to the need for us to 
understand more about stress and how to deal 
with it the Canadian Mental Health 
Association has chosen for this year’s Mental 
Health Week (May 4 through 10) the theme: 
Stress - the more you know about it the better 
you cope. And here’s some recommendations 
from the as.sociation:
If something is worrying you, talk it out, 
don’t bottle it up. And run away for a while - 
don’t spend all your time worrying about 
your problems.
True escapism can be overdone but oc­
casional breaks help one to see things more 
clearly. And work off your anger, we’re told. 
Give emotions a rest by switching to physical 
activities. Dig the garden, clean out the 
garage.
To find out more about stress or other 
mental health issues, why not contact the 
Canadian Mental Health Association, 692 
East 26th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. V5V 
2H7. , ’
' 1 would'be willing to wager that m juS one day of b 
life : as one of Canada’semost distinguished'surgeons,
■ Aid. Bingham has done more to alleyiate human suf­
fering than will be achieved by Mr. Potter in his entire 




Through your letter column 1 would like to respond 
to the numerous enquiries I have received regarding my 
running for local office in the forthcoming byelection in 
Sidney. Due to the close result in last years aldermanic 
elections it would be logical to assume that 1 would do 
so, however, following that election I made some 
commitments of a community nature covering a certain
The Victoria Coalition for Disarmament has proved it 
is indeed a paragon of idealistic naivete. Members have 
blocked the reality of the present world crisis from their 
minds and allowed their wholly limited beliefs to blind 
them to the,present aggression being carried out by the 
Soviet Union.
The NORAD agreement to which Freda Knott refers 
w'ill be severely altered from past mutual defence 
agreements. Canada, this time, will be tasked with the 
manning of even more Radar and early warning 
systems. We will now be required to provide more 
Canadian equipment and manpower to the defence of 
our own airspace.' It is a situation which has been 
brought about by blind idealism, for the armed services 
of this country have neither the equipment or the 
manpower to fulfill that requirement.
I would like to point out at this time, that the F-18A is 
not an outdated, defective fighter aircraft. The F-18A 
Hornet is,.beyond the shadow of a doubt, the newest, 
rhost versatile, most cost-effective fighter in the entire 
world. It is ideally suited to Canada’s weather con­
ditions and the large expanse of territory it will be 
tasked to cover. ;
: Freda Knott’s letter; is distressing. IL appears, after 
having read it severaf times, that she speaks for an 
organization which is led by people who are better 
suited living in the Soviet Union and.not a country 
which prides itself in being the best friend of the worlds 
most powerful democracy. I would sooner spend 
billions on mutual defence. The other two options are 
an armed border or an uninvited military occupation 
force. Realistically we cannot, surely we should not, 
withdraw from NORAD.
D.S. Tyree, MMM 




Frederick Forsyth, author of several highly successful 
novels, returns with an enormous plot that builds 
unfalteringly, a staggeringly well-detailed international 
thriller — The Devil’s Alternative — that shows him in 
blazing top form.
It’s the early 1980s, and Drach, a Ukrainian fanatic 
transplanted to England, is determined to bring down 
the hated Russian government; he and some Jewish- 
Ukrainians rob a British bank to finance themselves, 
.steal first-class weapons from a rifle shop; and then 
successfully lure KGB Ivanenko to death in Kiev, But, 
though Drach gets home-free, his two Jewish partners 
arc captured when they hijack an Aeroflot — and 
cventualiy Drach organizes a new team and hijacks a 
million-ton .super-tanker in the North Sea, threatening 
to blow it up unless they .are released.
Meanwhile, however. President Rudin of Ru.ssia has 
other, even bigger problems: famine — and an upstart 
Soviet faction that demands an invasion of well-fed
Western Europe, Rudin needs 50 million tons of US 
wheat to feed his hungry people: but U.S. Pre.sident 
Matthews is holding off until Rudin agrees to SALT IV 
tttlks and signs a tough new disarmament treaty.
Who can save the day — who can prevent both the 
North Sea blaze and World War 111? Enter Adam 
Munro, a top English spy in Moscow with his ow n 
personal international crisis ~ an old Russian flame 
who wants to defect. And it's Adam who finally comes 
up with a way out of the multiple disaster dilemmas ~ 
ihe devil’s alternative. But will Presidents Matthews and 
Rudin agree to it?
All these separate strands are commonplace enough, 
but Forsyth braids them expertly — with a graphic .sense 
of place and scene-setting that plunges you into the 
corridors of power. The man who wrote the splendid 
Day of the Jackal, is still one of the best.
The Devil's Alternative is available from either the 




Mox. Temp. (May 4) 22.6'>C Roln 0.8 mm
Min. Temp. {Moy 3) 2.3°C Snow nil
Meon 10.9'C Totol for Year 360.6 mm
Sunshine 77.7 hrs.
Total for Year 559.4 hrs.
LOKO TERM AVERAGES.
Mean Max. 14.400 Record Min. (May 29/35 & 72)
Record Max. (May 2/45 & Moy ■1.1°C
3/44) Meon Temp. 9.8°C




From the May 6,1920 Issue of The Review,
A few of the little girls of Tod inlet dccicled to 
celebrate May Day in the good time-honoured fashion, 
and we were all suiprised and delighted with the result. 
Little Miss Lillian Stuterthwaite as “Queen” looked 
very .stately dressed all in white, with her flowing veil, 
daintily held by two attendants, Mitts Edith Barloa and 
Miss Helen Ray. The meny-looking trio called upon a 
number of residents and were accorded a hearty 
welcome wherever they appeared. Wc arc indebted to 
these little folk for their zeal in helping keep alive this 
beautiful old custom.
40 YEARS AGO
From the May 8,1940 Lssuc of The Review,
Mrs. H.G. Horth was honoured at a ten by members 
of the Women’s Auxilary to the North Saanich Branch, 
Canadian Legion Mlay 8 at the home of Mrs, Philip E. 
Brethour, the occa-sion being to present her with a past 
president’s badge. A corsage of rose and lily of the 
valley was presented tq. Mrs. Horth upon her arrival. 
Others who also received cors.Tgcs included Mrs. 
Freeman King, Mrs, E. Livesay, and Mrs. Philip E. 
Brethour.
up were Margaret Brackett and Carol Searff, who will 
be the queen's attendants.
« • *
SOYFAHSAGOi
From the May 8,1930 li»ue of The Review.
A double daily automobile ferry service between 
Swartz Bay and Fulford will be initiated early in June 
when the cur Icfiy "Cy Peck", owned and operoicd bv 
the Gulf Islands Ferry Co. Ltd,, will go into service,
30 YEARS AGO:
From the May 10,1950 issue of The Review.
Keen disappointment was voiced in North Saanich 
this week when the announcement w',n« made that the 
Sidncy-Stcvcsion ferry service will be cancelled this 
season, The decision of the Canadian Pacific Railway to 
liU-spcud the service which h.'ci been ptovided for mai'iy 
years came after officials learned the ferry would need 
extensive renovations to meet new fire regulations.
North Galiano Indians came into the fore once again 
at the recent Saanich Indian Festival when the ''Mer­
maid” took rir.st phice in the gruelling four-mile war 
canoe race. It was the first time the band had entered 
canoe events in eight years, J, dVocker Sr, skippered the 
victorious crew, which included A. Crocker, J, Harris, 
,1. Sampson, H. Crocker, G. Elliott, D, Daniels, E. 
Elliott, J, Crocker Jr, and L. Joe.
f * *
A wedding of local interest look place on April 26 at 
St, Paul’s Church when Miss Nan Wills of Vancouver 
k'vamc the bride of Mr. Donald Arthur New of 
Galiano, Canon King officiating. ' .
2« VEARi* AGO! "
From the May 11,1%0 isrme of The Review,
Joan Wilson, daughter of Mrs, and Mr, J.A. Wilson, 
Artndalc, has been selected .May Queen for the May Day 
fesiiviiiciv to be held on Fender island May 2J. Ruimeis-
10 YEARS AGO:
From the May 13, isutue of The Review,
Aid, Nell Horth comments on road conditions in 
England, where she is vacationing nt present. In a Iciter 
to Mayor .LB. Cumining, Mrs. Horilt describes country
hincs vihctc hedges never need clipping •— '‘ihc traffic
keeps them clipped!" '
Heponi of a prowling cougar near the dairy farm of 
butt VoudI, 6131 Hunt Road, Central baamch, kept 
game dep.irtmcnt huntsman Jack Lenfesty busy last 
weekend. Youcll and other neighbors reported seeing 
liic big cat, but a two-day search with cougar hounds 
fatkd to locate tire tnaui audci.
iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
white manm
r>ew and used ® sail and power
656-7286 10431 Rest haven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Rcsthaven.)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
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Sunday, May 11th 
9:45 a.m. - Sunday 





Tuesday, May 13th 
6:30 p.m. Pioneer
, Girls
Wednesday, May 14th 
7:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting.
6S6-5012 or 656-4537
Angikon Church of Canada
THE PARISH 










%86 - 3rd. St. Sidney
8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 






Rev. Robert Sansoin 
656-4870 — 656-5322





9:30 a.m, - Sunday 
School, Communion 
7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship 
Wednesday, May I4lh 
10:00 a.m. Communion
ST. STEPHEN’S
Sunday, May mil 
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:15 a.m. Mauins
Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-M12 
Office 652-4311 




Now meet at the Moose 
Hall, 7925 East Saanich 
Road.
Sunday, May llth 








10o m. 11 #:m, wiH 1 pm.









Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
Stelly’s Secondary School 1627 Stelly’s Cross Rd.
SAANICHTON 1
BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11 ;00 a.m. 










6:00 p-rrii: ;v Evening
'V' ■'■;,,Service
Wednesday
















Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Res. 656-7484 
Office 656-2721
Tlie Church 'By "TheLa'ke'
Elk Lake
Community Baptist
5363 Pat Bay Highway 
9:30 a.m. Family
Church School 
10:30 a.m. Morn Service 
Nursery & Junior Church 
7:30 p.m. : Evening 
Fellowship 





792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay 
Sunday, May llth 
Sunday before 
Ascension Day 
9:30 a.m. Family Service 
11:00 a.m. Communion 
Thursday, May 15 
Ascension Day Service 
7:30 p.m, - Deanery, St. 
Michcal’s, Royal Oak, 
W. Saanich Rd.
Rev. Will Dobson 
652-3860 
Wardens:
A,L, Lsaac 652-2138 















Pastor Tom Gaolncr 
Orrice: 656-3544 
Home: 652-4521
”ln essentials - unity; in 
non-csseniials - liberty; 
in all things-charily,”’
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 











7:30 p.m, Wednc.sday 
Ibayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 







7(H)8 W. Kuuiileli Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
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10364 McDonald Park Rd,










7;(K)p.m. Bible Studv 
‘’Prcaclimg the Christ- 
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Integration boosts disabled
Ian Murray and Lynne Prescott teach students who 
aren’t your run of the mill high school student — and 
they never will be. They are not sports heroes, beauty 
queens, drama stars, or scholarship winners.
But beginning this school year, they’re a key segment 
of Stelly’s secondary school student body. They’re the 
teachable mentally handicapped.
Though the teachable mentally handicapped program 
has been in place in the Saanich school district for five 
years this is the first year the students have been in a 
high school.
The last four years were spent at Keating elementary 
school, but Murray said it was necessary to move the 
students — all between the ages of 14 and 19 — into a 
school where they were the same age and size as the 
other students.
Murray and Prescott’s class of 10 students are now 
.“socially integrated’’ into Stelly’s secondary, and it’s 
been abig boost for the students.
They need someone they can mimic, Murray says. If 
they were in an elementary school they would mimic 
elementary students. But since they are in a high school, 
they will mimic high school students — students their 
own age.
And that mimicry is essentia! for the students’
learning process, because these students are learning the 
basics of everyday living - like learning to dress and 
undress themselves; to write numbers and their names; 
to read basic traffic signs; eating skills — “a lot of 
things we take for granted,’’ said Murray.
Murray has had the students involved in basic 
cooking and hopes to start some in basic woodworking, 
home economics and physical education classes.
But perhaps his most successful — and most ap­
pealing — project has been the annual trip up the West 
Coast Trail on the western side of Vancouver Island.
The brainchild of program co-ordinator Peter Hill, 
the hike was set up by Murray last year, and though the 
students encountered a few problems, it was deemed a 
huge success and planned as a yearly event.
Murray is an e.xperienced hiker in his own right, and 
last year look six mentally handicapped students on a 
28-mile trip from Bamfield to Klanawa River and back - 
a total of eight days, including travelling time.
This year he will take four handicapped students — 
Christine Frederick', Robert Williamson, Norman 
' Butler and Kenny Ellington, — in addition to two grade. 
12 girls and a Camosun College student.
And this time the trip will be closer to 40 miles, from 
Bamfield to the Nitinat Narrows and return.
Taking four mentally handicapped students who need 
to learn how to put on a back pack, let alone hike 
through B.C. wilderness, takes a great deal of 
preparation, Murray said.
Part of that preparation is of course physical. Last 
year the students hiked a total of 120 miles in full gear 
before setting foot on the trail.
This year the four students have hiked some 85 miles
— or about four to six miles a day since January. 
“They’re in super condition,’’ Murray says proudly.
But even with plenty of preparation, things are tough 
for the students on the trail.
Murray said some students encountered problems on 
the trail because they’re not used to physical discomfort
— like having the straps dig into your sides.
And so some of the students “fought it’’ for the first 
three or four days. But after that everyone broke 
through and enjoyed themselves he said.
Murray said the students’ success on the trail has been 
transferred into everyday situations. Now one student 
who had particular trouble in the first days of the trip 
last year but eventually came through, is no longer a 
quitter when meeting tough daily situations, he said.
Finally Murray pointed to the other positive aspects 
of hiking: it is the kind of sport students will be able to
Jan Murray, [left] accepts $500 cheque from Central Saanich 
Lions Club president. Bill Russell. Money will provide much needed 
financial boost for programme he operates for mentally handicapped 
children. Tom Cronk Photo
carry with them for a lifetime, and the kind of sport 
they can do on an equal footing with other Stelly’s 
students.
Murray thanked both the Central Saanich Lions Club 
and the Auxilary for the Mentally Handicapped for 
their financial support of the hike, scheduled for May 












Thb future looks bright for harness 
racing as it goes into its third season 
May 17 at Sandown Park, North 
Saanich. '
The operation hit $80,706 a day in 
1978, rose to $98,361 in 1979 and should 
reach $120,000 a day this season, 
general manager Jim Keeling predicts.
He expects betting to jump by 20 per 
cent. “If not, the manager should be 
fired,’’he joked Friday.
To date, Sandown Raceway hasn’t yet 
made a bean. Losses were $170,000 in 
1978 and $70,000 last year but Keeling is 
confident 1980 will see the turning point 
in the operation. “I think at least we’ll 
break even this year,’’he says.
Keeling, who is president of 
Orangeville Raceway Ltd,, the company 
which owns Clovcrdale Raceway on the 
mainland, Orangeville Raceway in 
Ontario and Sandown Raceway, will be 
directing operations at the North 
Saanich racetrack this season.
Friday, the track and surrounding 
area was busy with activity as workers ’ 
moved in to cut grass and clear the track 
of sand in preparation for laying the 
limestone surface. Keeling moved
placidly among carpenters, painters and 
general handymen.
“No, I’m not busy, I don’t do any 
work,” he says. “I delegate, other^ 
people see to everything that needs to be 
done.”
Trainer William Urquhart from 
Surrey sat outside a barn, enjoying the 
sunshine. He’s brought seven horses 
with him this year. He points to them as 
they run and graze in a nearby field. 
And to the graceful deer moving among 
the trees edging the field. “Look,” he 
says, “yesterday the deer were right in 
their alongside the horses.”
Keeling expects some 420 horses to be 
stabled at Sandown this summer. The 
animals, the trainers and the riders come 
from all over Canada and the U.S. —• 
and they love it in beautiful, green 
North Saanich.
Jim Eaton from Olympia told Keeling 
last week, “This is the nicest place I’ve 
ever raced.”
Although the environment is beautiful 
the facilities could be better — and Jim 
Keeling has plans to set that right. Soon, 
they’ll be a new grandstand, clubhouse, 
barns, half-mile racing oval and other
william Urquhart, hack this year with seven horses at Sandown.
LADIES WEARj
A MOTHER'S DAY 
SPECIAL
UntimayJO,20% off regular 
price on long and sliorl-sleeved 
blouses.
. . . m lovely erepe-de-Cihine polyes-
I- levs, cottons, (lainiasks, md luxu-
rious pure silks.
■ A IsoJ'or gift-giving, see ourselec-
i-g.):; Jim Keeling ■ ' \ 
opens third season at Sandown <
improvements. - - ^
North Saanich council has approved . 
the renovations but the Capital Regional 
. Distirct and the B.C, Land Commission 
must approve the plans which will then 
go back to council for a final okay. 
Keeling says. '
He’s hoping a decision can be reached 
by June so engineers and architects can 
get to work immediately after the 
thoroughbred meet in the fall. Major 
work on the renovations should begin 
around Dec. 1, Keeling says.
No cost estimates for the new facilities 
are currently available but cost of 
similar — though somewhat larger 
facilities — at Cloverdale Raceway last 
year has been priced out at more than $1 
million.
Sandown Raceway employed some 
165 people in 1979 and the re.sult was a 
total wage bill in excess of $200,000 for 
the four-month meet period. A further 
$600,000 was paid out in purse money to 
horsemen.
The company hopes eventually to 
expand harness racing to a year-round 
operation at Sandown. Its track at 
Clovcrdale has conducted harness racing 
during the winter months since January, 
1976, and the success of the operation 
has attracted an cvcr-incrcnsing number 
of quality race horses, prompting many 
horse trainers, owners and breeders to 
move to B.C. and establish permanent 
busines.ses.
Based on a significant increase in 
patron support and per capita monies 
wagered at Sandown, the company feels 
justified in forecasting the contimicd 
growth of the raccmcet — enough to 
push for ycnr-rotmd racing.
Although racegoers won't have the 
advantage of updated facilities at 
Sandown tliis season there’s a big 
change in the mutuels department, 
which has been computerized, with 
modern tickci dispensing machines 
instnllcd.
The new equipment makes belting 
ea.sicr, permitting win, place, show and 
exotic wagering -- such as exactors and 
iriactor betting.
The sophisticated machinery • costing 
close to a million, Keeling estimates — is 
leased, but the company paid $68,000 In 
duty fees to have it installed.
Racing this year starts at 5:20 p.m. 
Tvicsdays, Thursdays and Fridays and at 
1:20 p.m. Saturdays and on public 
holidays (Mondays), On May 17 - first 
day of racing - the company will douaic 
the gate money to United Way. Harness 
racing goes through to Sept. 6,
ofpnelmgene. VerdicrAve; f - And West Saanich Rd. 652-561 2 
Tn,. Beautiful .'Brentwobd;-,
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HAIR 
BRUSHES
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7181 WEST SAANICH RD.
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WE'VE MOVED!
TO
9843 ■ 2nd Street
[MARINA COURT]
Watch For Opening Specials
Open house 
at Glendale A bird
Sidney Fireplace
Tues. to Sat. 9 - 5 
Closed Sunday & Monday
An open house will be 
held on May 13 from 1 to 3 
p.m. at Glendale Lodge, 
446 Markham Street, 
Saanich, as part of Mental 
Retardation Week. 
Everybody is welcome. 
There will be tours of the 
facility and displays related 
to the work being done 
there.
or flower?
North Saanich council would like the public to have 
some input into a suggestion by Aid. Jay Rangel that 
an emblem be used on some signs which will shortly be 
di.stributed throughout the municipality^
Aid. Jim Gumming says the idea to erect welcome 
signs in North Saanich came after police requested 
.some neighborhood watch signs be put up. Then 
Rangel thought an emblem — something represen­
tative of the municipality - could go on the signs and 
suggested a bird or flower.
Both Rangel and Gumming have ideas of their own 
but “rather than imposing something 1 think we 
should let people help choose,’’ Rangel says.
Among flowers growing loeally there’s the Easter 
lily, a native purple orchid or even the Shooting Star 
which might qualify. The two mo.st representative 
birds which come to mind, Rangel says, are the blue 
heron and the kingfisher,
“1 wouldn’t dare suggest the blue jay.”
Gumming says there’s “only one bird we could lay 
any great title to and that’s the blue heron. He says 
he’s counted as many as 30 at a time in the inner basin 
ofTsehum Harbor.
A flower? Gumming proposes a thistle, and tell the 
story of when he was mayor in 1965 and after 
“tangling” with someone at a council meeting Glaire 
Rivers, Review publisher in those days, reminded 
Gumming of an old Scottish poem which goes, “The 
thistle is a modest flower, if you let it alone...”
Ideas for .selecting a municipal flower or bird should 
go to Aid. Jay Rangel, c/o North Saanich Municipal 
Hall, 1620 Mills Road, P.O. Box 2027, Sidney, V8L 
3S3.
Rangel said Monday he hopes soon to have ballot 
boxes at the Panorama Leisure Gentre and at the 
library on Beacon avenue.
Woodcarver Charles Mackie demonstrates his work at Saanich Peninsula Arts and Crafts 
Show at Sanscha Hall May 5 and 4.
Watercolor exhibition
He hated to see political 
bickering between Gentral 
Saanich council and the 
school district, said Aid. 
Percy Lazarz Monday 
night, but he didn’t see 
what else the municipality 
could do to appease the 
board.
He was discussing the 
school board’s concern with 
the safety of children on 
Keating Gross Road and a 
recent appearance he made 
before the board to discuss 
the matter.
Lazarz for his appearance 
but reiterated its concern 
for student safety vyhich, 
the board hoped, would be 
taken into : consideration 
when > plans were 
“finalized” for im­
provements to the road.
What else can we do? 
Lazarz asked his council 
colleagues. :Sidewalks had: 
been provided, one on each 
side of a fquf-lane road 
which had a turn lane in the 
centre. One Of the walk­
ways cou!d|;be used for 
.cyclists, iTnecessary.
, :The :rnufiicipal clerk was: 
instructed^ to arrange ^a 
meeting between the school 
trustees and the alderman.
North Saanich landscape 
watercolorist Stephanie 
Quainton Steel opens her 
12th annual watercolor 
exhibition tomorrow 
.(Thursday) at St. Mary’s 
Ghurch hall in Oak Bay. 
The show continues 
through Friday and 
Saturday, May 9 and 10.
A painter for 15 years 
now. Steel feels she loves it 
even more than she did 
when she started — “as the 
doors of my perception 
gradually widen.”
Steel said she really 
became serious about her 
painting when she displayed 
some of her works at the 
annual Saanich Peninsula 
Arts and Grafts Show in 
Sanscha Hall about a dozen 
years ago.
She ■ thought she was 
doing really well until she 
saw work by Stephen Lowe, 
also on display at the art 
and crafts show. From
there she trained with 
Lowe, painting mainly in 
the oriental style.
Later she changed styles 
and trained with well- 
known painter Brian 
Travers-Smith.
“The more I dip into the 
medium the more it ex­
pands,” she says. “A year 
ago I purchased a canoe to 
bring me closer to nature. 
There’s something about 
sitting on the water and just 
watching, being part of the 
rhythms. It’s centering at its 
easiest.”
She says the secret of 
painting is to let “the whole 
of life flow to you. Then go 
home and bring out a 
moment of it with brush 
and paint.”
A member of ’the Nor­
thwest Watercolor Society, 
as well as an associate of the 
Federation of Ganadian 
Artists, Steel has paintings
Typical B.C. beach seen through eye and 
brush of local watercolorist Stephanie 
Quainton Steel.
in the department of state, 
Washington, D.G., in the 
First National Bank of 
Ghicago in New York; and 
in the Playtex Ganada 
Gollection, among others.
Her watercolor studio is
at 453 Wain Road. The 
exhibition runs from 7 to 10- 
p.m. Thursday, and from 1 
to 4 p.m. andi7 to 10 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday at St.‘ 




A very successful speech 
contest at Discovery 
Toastmistress Glub was 
held on April 24. Winner 
:for . third _was Irene 
Moreshead, second, Robert 
Freidstadt, and first, ^ 
Shirley Monych. Election 
of officers will be held May
ByiiimLi
ASSOCIATE STORE
Mr. Buildall Proudly Announces the list 
of local winners in the recent Canada-wide 
Buildall Contest, 'Win the Stuff Dream 
Homes Are Mode O/”. Pictured below is 
the winner of a $1,(X)0. merchandise 
certificate, Mr. Bob Co//m.s of Langford.
btlier winners are Mr. G. Brewster of 
Saanichton, Mr. John Knight of Island 
View Rd., and Mr. of Brentwood
Bay.
Everybody who $\\ops>'Ai Butler Brothers 
Buildall is a winner — some, as shown 
above — are bigger winners than others!
Come to Butler Brothers Buildall and 
tisk about our Little Red Wagon contest — 
running until May 31.
Itob Colllm rrct’lvlnf^ $l,n()0 mm'h(m(ti<ie vmificiiie • nevrr won (inytliliif; before 'h'xeept a voiiple of 
from store inanmer Jan UmiUlton, Mr. Collins, of turkeys.'' CeriifliMiie will rover a eonverslon on his 
i.mg/or<l, Isaiyyearemtoinerofliuiler’s.muHKis van.
Serving Victoria & the Peninsula 6 Days a Week 
With a full Range of Building Materials
B 6524121 2046 Keating X Rd.
Giant cactus, which blooms each spring was on display at Decker's 
on Bazan Bay Road, over the weekend. Plant has between 1,500 ahd 
2,000blooms.
Tsartlip Indian Ghicf 
Philip Paul, 1166 Stelly’s 
Crossroad was the victim of 
a Itead-bashing last week 
following a tnisun- 
derstanding with n Htiron 
elder from Quebec in front 
of the Parliameiu Buildings 
in Ottawa.
Reports from the local 
band office ittdicated Paul 
received a mittor concussion
after being hit on the head 
with an intricately carvbed 
club wielded by Jules Sioui, 
Sioui was carrying a flag 
during a brief demon­
stration which had the 
swastika as part of its 
etnbictn. The swastika, one 
of the world's oldest and 
tttosi universal religious 
symbols, has iti modern 
times become the sytnbol of
CAPITAL REGION TRANSIT SYSTEM
EFFECTIVE 
MAY 2,1980
Tho DOWNTOWN BUS JBnMlNUS lot 
Iho Moiro Itan.sil sSuliutbait Sorvicoa to 
tho WoBiorn Community and the Snanich 
Ponirifiuin, will ho moving fBOM tho north 
aicio ot Bollovillo Sjrooi’wost of Dougiaa 
Shoot, 10 the north side ot Bollovillo 
Slrenl ofi'si of noiigl.mr flirnoi, hesido tlio 
Crystal GardohB,
Nazi oppres.sion.
Apparently Paul ap- 
proaclied Sioui objecting to 
the Swaiitika because many 
Indians died overseas 
during World War 11 
fighting the Nazis.
Paul grabbed the flag and 
threw it to the ground. As 
he did so Sioui brought the 
club crashing down on the 
back of his head just behind 
the left ear ,
Blood was evident, but 
no scuffle took place, And 
after a brief discussion with 
the RCMP oflleers Paul 
refused to press charges 
against .Sioui,
Paul, Sioui, aiid 400 
other chiefs and elders were 
in Ottawa for a four-day 
convention dealing with thc‘ 
con.stitution and other 
matters,
Sioid and Paul were both 
taking pan in a demon­
stration with about 100 
other cltiefs over the federal 
government’s refusal to 
grant Indians equal status 
with provinces on eon- 
siiiuiionnl matters,
, l-ur Bus liiloimalion Coll;
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PORK ROAST
Boneless Shoulder Butts C2.18 kg.)
SIDE BACON
Sliced. Schneider’s Kent Brand. 500 g. Package
"New Formula” 
Regular. Skinless.
Swift Premium. 1 lb. (454 g.) Package
CI“-lCKilsB KS
Thighs, Drumsticks, Breasts. Frozen. (*2.18 kg.)
YOUR CHOICE








Sweetened or Unsweetened. 
*Applecot. * Apricot. «
*Orangecot Nectar.
Sunrype.284 ml. size or
Kraft. Jet Puffed. 
White or Fruit:
11 OZ. [311 g.] bags
WITH
:TasteTells.".V;
14 f!. oz. [398 ml.] tins or
TasteTells.
14 fl.oz.[398 ml.] tins .
Starkist. 
Chunk, Light. 
184 g. tin . . ..
Party Pride.
1 Litre Container Each
YOUR CHOICE
POTATOES
B.C. Grown Baker. Canada No. 1 Grade.
Dl IB P'HiDDflTC: California. Washed & Graded. 
DULm I d Canada No. 1 Grade. (93* kg.) .
BUNCHED SPINACH California Grown.






if Colgate (Reg. or Winter Fresh) ic Ultrabrite (150 ml. bonus tube) 
★ Aim ★Proof
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May 5 to 11 
in your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Slure
We reserve tho right to limit Quantities. Sales In retail Quantities only.
A f\l A U A fai A l< ks W A Y LI lY’IJ 1"
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SIDNEY MEAT MARKET













Start the Day 
with a dipper Breakfast! 
8-10 a;m.
$2.50 Introductoryspecial





English Mixed Grill 










Seven-year-old Katie Neal of Knowles 
Realty team, was chosen catcher for 
ceremonial first pitch of season, thrown by 
Sidney alderman, Daryl Ashby, to open the 





With a|l the other problems 
of operating a small business, it’s 
sometimes easy to put off or 
overlook the responsibility of 
ensuring that your business is 
protected by the Workers' 
Compensation Board.
And that could be one of 
the most expensive omissions 
you ever made.
Because, if one of your 
workers is involved in an on- 
the-job accident, you would 
be liable for the entire 




The 1980 softball season 
officially opened for the 
members of the Saanich 
peninsula Minor 
Recreational Softball 
Association, April 30, when 
a Sidney alderman, Darryl 
Ashby, threw the 
ceremonial first pitch.
Girls aged 8-15 years 
participate in the five-team 
Sidney League which is 
sponsored by local business 
establishments and costing 
approximately $200 per 
squad.
Three age divisions 
comprise the league which 
fields two squirt teams, two 
pee wee teams, and one 
bantam team. The girls 
compete within their age 
divisions in an interlocking 
schedule with Central 
Saanich League, which is 
comprised of 10 teams — 
three squirt, four peewee, 
and three bantam. One of 
the Central Saanich bantam 
teams is an all-native team.
Orgemizers hope girls 
aged 9-16 years will be able 
to join in the program next 
season, and that an 
amalgamation of the 
Central Saanich and Sidney 
organizations will become a 
reality.
The season will last until 
the end of June, when all 
playoff games will have 
been finalized, but because 
of a conflict of ideas with 
the B.C. Amateur Softball 
Association, local teams 
will not have the op­
portunity to advance to 
existing championship 
tournaments at the 
provincial level.
At present, the only 
recognized association 
representing minor softball 
in the Greater Victoria area 
is the Colwood and District 
Minor Assbciation. In 
order to be eligible for 
provincial level com- 
petitionr ; the Saanich
Prairie Inn *5 Carl Wilson slides into second base in attempt to break up Victoria Ambulance 
Service double play during match Sunday at Sanscha Park. VAS completed the play to retire
the side. Tom Cronk Photo
Peninsula group would be 
required toJaffiUate with 
Colwood and District — an 





More than 50 interested 
people turned out Saturday 
night to see a film which 
could be the first in a series 
presented by a newly- 
formed Sidney film group.
Madelene Morris says the 
venture was a pilot plan to 
sec how much interest there 
was in a fall film series. The 




The full six-team slate took to the diamond at San­
scha Park Sunday, when the Sidney Senior Men’s 
Softball League officially kicked off it’s 1980 season.
Harvey’s Sporting Goods were the big surprise, 
emerging from the opening game against Hotel Sidney 
with a 2-0 victory after dropping their game in last 
week’s tournament 17-5.
Sunday’s match was scoreless until the bottom of the 
seventh when Grant Young slammed a Carl Reid pitch 
for a two-run homer after Don Orr had drawn a base on 
'jballs." ■ 'VV, r-'"/'''
Both Reid, and Gavin Bland, Harvey’s pitcher, threw 
four-hitters in the defensive: contest. Neither team was 
very effective with the bat. '
The second game of the day was another upset as 
Travelodge defeated Saltspring Salties, 5-2, behind the 
six-hit pitching of A1 Stewart. Dan Akerman, the losing 
pitcher, allowed only six hits as well.
Errorts were the cause of the Salties defeat, since they 
committed five as opposed to the lone error by 
Travelodge. Only one of the Travelodge runs was 
earned, and both Salties scores were unearned.
Travelodge’s Stu Montgomery was two for four on 
the day with a pair of singles while Saltspring’s Byron 
was two for three with a triple and a double.
The final game oT the day was nearly a comeback 
victory for Victoria Ambulance Service as they loaded 
the bases in the bottom of the .seventh with two out. The 
game ended on a hotly disputed call by the base umpire 
when VAS was convinced the runner was safe.
Bob Fox led Prairie Inn to the 3-0 shutout victory by - 
pitching the season’s first no-hitter, although he gave up 
two walks. The,young strike-out king is on his way to 
another fine season apparently, since he recorded nine 
strike-outs during the game.
All of Prairie Inn’s runs crossed the plate in the fifth 
inning, after Carl Wilson led off with a single. 
Gustafson drew a base on balls which moved Wilson to 
second, and Curtis then reached on an error. All three 
eventually scored when McDonald drew a walk and 
Mark MacKereth singled. ; T ■
On Wednesday, Hotel Sidney wilTface Saltspring in 
w'hat should prove an interesting rematch after the 
dramatic final in the ice-breaker tournament between 
the two clubs. Travelodge meets Prairie Inn Thursday 
and Harvey’s Sporting Goods face Victoria Ambulance 
Service on Friday .
■ There are no games slated for the weekend but play 
commences again on Monday, when Hotel Sidney face 
Travelodge. Prairie Inn go .against Victoria Ambulance 
Service Tuesday, and Saltspring Salties face Hotel 
Sidney again on Wednesday.
League schedules are available at the concession stand 
at Sanscha Park for a mere half-dollar, which includes a 
chance to win a sophisticated radio at the season’s end.
League president, Tom Doyle was very pleased 
everything ran smoothly opening day, and expects to 
have no problems in the near future. He said he thought 
the league was going to be strongly competitive during 
the 1980 season, but gave no indication whether he 
would change his previous prediction that Hotel Sidney 
and Travelodge would be the two powerhouse teams in 





BEACON PLA/.A MALL 
SIDNEY 656-60/2
could be many times that of 
compenscitioh coverage.
Don’t risk it. A simple phone 
call or visit to any W.C.B. office will 
give you all the information you 
need about compulsoi'y or elective 
coverage. You’ll find that, for a 
small cost, you can buy a big piece 
of "peace of mind".
EMPLOYEES; if you’re not sure 
about your coverage, discuss 
this ad with your employer 
or call the Assessment 








HI«D$ AQUAmUMH,-. iMAU ANIMAIS 
TROflCAl r HH- - fIT SUf'PUm t0>t
rri, lO’IUt. lO.liSS
656-3314
Hfdcon Ela*a, WT7 Ilcacon Avenue, .Sidney
PART OF





A» « public ••rvlc#, McCflil 
Urot. pravid* th|« booKlai. 
For your, copy, amply mail 
• h* altachad couporr lo 
McCall'i. 11 you h»v* any 
quatllom about Iti eon- 
tiiftia, plaata taai trM to 
corrtact McCall • by phono 
or by a paraonal visit.





The Bandits A 
division champions 
in the Legion 
Bowling League, 
pose their trophies 
during annual 
banquet and dance 
May 2.













Call 6 $6-$581 
For Free Estimates 
2104 Malaview
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Bandits steal 
silverware
Basketball team from the 1930s included, back row from left, Claude Sliiggett, Wally Butler, George Lannon, Carl 
Young, Ralph Michell, Eric Butler, bottom row from left, Clarence Sluggett, Mauric,e Atkins, coach, and Charlie 
Sluggett. “
mix reminisce
Bowlers in the Credit 
Union League held their 
annual banquet and awards 
night at the Mills Road 
Legion May 3, winding up 
another successful season.
The team comprised of 
Budd Nunn, Joan James, 
Lyall Riddell, Stan Mobey, 
and J. Wilton was awarded 
the A Division cham­
pionship trophy, while 
second place went to the 
team of Bob McCormick, 
Gail Osborne, A. Nunn, B. 
Stiles, and S. Fox.
In the B Division, Russ 
Tripp, M. Green, R. Nunn, 
V. Davies, and C. Cox 
made up the winning team.
Lyall and Colleen Riddell 
kept the high average 
trophies in the family — 
Lyall with a 216 average 
and Colleen with a 206. 
High triple went to Bob 
Milton for the men who 
posted a 958, and to 
Rowena Nunn, for the 
ladies who rolled a 765.
Budd Nunn captured the 
men’s high single award for 
his 361 score, and V. Davies 
took home the ladies high 
single for her 307. The most 
improved male bowler was 
L. Beck, who raised his 
average 23 points 
throughout the season. For 
the ladies, the trophy went
to Joan James who raised 
her average 21 points.
The league also held 
elections for it’s executive 
members who will control 
the workings of the group 
next sea.son. Wilf Tripp was 
returned as president, Stan 
Mobey, vice-president and 
Elaine Bill as secretary. 
Joan James was elected 
treasurer.
Alley’s manager, and 
league member, Lyall 
Riddell, reported costs will 
increase next season, 
betwen five and ten cents 
per line.
Elsewhere around 
Miracle Lanes, the 
Commercial League 
finalized it’s season Sunday 
with the annual Roloff 
competition. Tuesday 
Commercial’s 9-11 team. 
Shield’s Navigation, won 
the A Division of the 
competition by less than 
100 pins. The Justabouts, 
from the Tuesday 7-9 group 
v;on the B Division.
The Commercial League 
will hold its annual banquet 
and award night May 10, at 
the Kinsmen Hall on 
Canora Road, commencing 
at 6:30 p.m.. Tickets are 
available at $2 for ..league 
members and $5 for non- 
members.
Uninsured il/lotorist Protection
If you are involved in an automobile 
accident with someone who has only the 
minimum coverage, you may be mor­
tgaging your future.
For $12.00 you can protect yourself 
up to the limits of Your Insurance 
Policy, e.g.
The other fellows TP coverage $100,000 
Your TP Coverage $1.000,000
You then have $1,(X)0,0(K) lo pay for your 
injuries and damages instead of the $100,0tXL
THINK ABOUT IT 
THEN COME TO
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.





It all really started when Mike Rice read a 
story recently in The Colonist. Liz (Esther) 
Stewart was writing about basketball and a 
team she played with back in 1934. Then, she 
was known as “Hutch” Hutchinson.
Mike, of 5955 West Saanich Road, used to 
play around the same period and the article 
made him feel nostalgic for those days, he 
says. So he got in touch with Liz, pow­
wowed about basketball for a while and then 
told her,” You’ve really stirred something in 
me. 1 think we should hold a reunion.”
Liz agreed and the plan began to gather 
momentum. Now the reunion is all set for
May 24 in Brentwood Community Hall, 
starting at 8 p.m. Mike describes the 
ingredients for the evening as “meet, mix 
and reminisce” but it includes refreshments 
and a ‘free shot contest” with Bud Michell 
putting up a cup for the winner.
In the old days — from the 1920s to 1940s 
— folks could pay 25 cents and get two 
games of basketball, a dance, coffee and 
refreshment for their money. In memory of 
those wonderful times, admission to the 
reunion will only cost 25 cents. Mike says.
The invitation is extended to all players 
(men and women), officials and spectators 
who played, watched or participated in
Saanich League basketball during that 20- 
odd year time span. Mike says the league 
included people living between Sidney and 
Sookc and even “beyond, right out to 
Jordon River”.
Mike says he has no idea how many people 
may eventually show up. “ll could be 50 or 
200 or more. But the hall will hold 300.”
Oldtimers who’d like to attend shoult^call 
one of the following people before May 14 - 
Mike Rice, 652-2137 - Bud Michell, 652-1583 
- Esther Stewart, 383-3624 - Mary .McKay, 
479-1855 - Les Clarke, 382-9866 - Maynard 




9843 - 2nd Street
[MARINA COURT} 
Watch For Opening Specials
Tues. to Sat. 9 - 5 







11:30 to 2 p.m. 
and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Watch your meal being cooked to order.
2280 Beacon Ave. 656 1176
Brentwood Bay Veterinary Clinic CLOyERD.ALE
Eagles pitcher David Earlich led his team to victory 
from the mound and made five of the 24 runs scored in 
the 24-6 rout of the Steclers May 2.
In addition, the Eagles replayed their victory over the 
Steclers May 4 when the latter club went down 18-5. The 
victory brings the Eagle record to three wins and one 
loss thus far this season. The loss was suffered at the 
hands of the Cubs, 8-4.
In the minor division, Janice Andrew was named 
outstanding player for the Shrimps who recorded a 17- 
11 victory over the Mets May 2, when she hit a home- 
run.
Stephen Patterson of the Mets struck out seven 
opposition batters during that game while teammate, 
Gordon Hatch, logged his first homcrun of the sea.son.
7153 msdirnichM: 
:::y:y^^f:f.:652-3121
DR. D. WILSON is pleased to an­
nounce the purchase oT the Brent-, 
wood Bay Veterinary Clinic. Prac­
ticing in Brentwood Bay since 1.978, 
Dr. Wilson has special interest in pet 
practice, particularly reproduction ‘ 
obstetrics and pediatrics. Expanding 
the laboratory facilities, Di. Wilson, 
Tanisin Bland, Animal Health 
technician, and Linda Sinclair, 
receptionist, are happy to continue 24 
hour service to the Saanich Peninsula.
Etjec11ve :pI ices subject; 10 |3,ridr I? 
• sales of stocks on hand/ancl re-; 
order availability.- Some items . 
in,ay sell beyond expectations.; 
VVe reserve the right to limit 
quantities
Prices effective 
to May 18th 
only.
MA.IORS
April 26 , Eagles 19 Pender Island 5
April 27 Pender 1 Aces 9
April 27 Braves 9 Lions 7 ,
1 April 28 Cubs 8 Eagles 4
1 April 29 lions 15 Sleclers 20
i April 30 Aecs 11 Braves 1.5
\ ; May I C.:ubs 18 Lions 2
1 May 2 Sieclcrs6 Eagles 24
1 May 3 Ponder Isl 10 Braves 20
j May .1 Aces 15 Cubs 26























hoy Ills 1,1 
Dodgers 5 
Shrimps |7 
■ Spitfires 2 , 














lA'iidei Island 4 
I olems 8
A BOOK IS A LOVING GIFT 
FOR MOTHER'S DAY
THE ART OF EMILY CARR








cy BOOK SIORl 
OWL'S RYE ‘
2 IBH lUmmin Av»‘.






We're Giving You Our Heart
rOCBLIiBRATI:
NATIONAL BOOK FESTIVAL 
May 2n(l - May llth
l.ocalC'hildrcnA Aiithoi
BEHY WATERTON
will do a readinp
SATURDAY, MAY 10th 
at 10:30 a.m.
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Rogular pricer t iB QQ •
6.69 ptirquarl
SALEPRICE Hr M per quart 
Regular price t 41 J
10,98 prrr gallon ^ | ^
SALEPRICE A Hr H porKallon
8 - .SiOOp.m, Weckditys 
, 8:30 - 5 p,tvi. Satufdtiy 
U>'4Sunilny
BRAND ON YOUR NOME
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Sidney Nswi and Variety 








All.a's Fine Fabrics 
P-o.l.,. Child Centre 
Town Square Shoe. 









Sidney Fashion Flair 
Frederick's Shoes 
Harvey's SpoHIng Goods 
Sidney Music 
Top Leather Foshlons 
Holiowoy's Florist
--- ----- 1 n
P>%onUhUphoUterY





The Thouglit Shop 
RO.








; Brentwood Florist SGorden Shop
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SHOP LOCALLY FOB FRIENDLY SERVICE AND COMPETITIVE PRICING
ANTIQUES AND SECOMD HAND
Brentwood Bargain Barn 
7115 West Saanich 652-17U
Danish Upholstery & Drapes
Saanich Rd,- 652-15917177,W 





J B Ceramic Stop 




Foo* of Beacon — 656-2642
Brentwood Candyman
#0-7120 West Saanich Rd. ~ 652-1833
Sidney Candyman
2446 Beacon Ave, — 656-1333
CHILDREN'SWEAR
FLv'^dSTS
Brentwood Florist and Garden Shop 
7111 West Saanich Rd, - • 652-2131 






Marsh Centre of Art 
2447 Beacon Avo. —656-0222 
Sidney Art
2505 BeaconAvo,—656-4812







#210 -2405 Beacon Avo, ■ ■656-7822
CONTRACTORS 
Keyword Industries 
10114 McDonald Park Rd, 656-7201










Royal Dank of Canada 
1183 Vordler-G52-1173 






Busy Bee One-Hot,ir Dry Cleaners 
7103 West Saanich Rd, -652-2322 











P. & B. Plumblnit and Bath Supplies 
9783 • 3rd St,-656-2514 
The Happy Cooker








#1-7120 West Saanich Rd, — 652-1222
Pink Kitten Beauty Salon 
204-2405 Beacon AV(i, -656-2233
BQSISS .
Tho Bookworm










ZOIC'KwlinhXRd, • C52 4437
-656-4812 
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES
Danish Upholstery & Drapes 
7177 W.SaanichRd.- 652-1591 









716 7 West Saanich Rd“ — 662-3612 '
PUSS AND MIRRORS
Sidney Glass
10114 McDonald Park Rd. -656-1313
GROCERY STORES 
Brentwood Food Giant
7154 West Saanich Rd.  652-1812 ''
Brentwood Super Mart ,,








7855 C, Saanich Rd. ' 052 4712
Shop-Wise
98l9-5thSt,
Sidney,Super F(>ud» Downlowii Sidney 
(across from Hotel Sidnoyl
HARDWARE continued






HOTELS, MOTELS AND INNS
Hotel Sidney *”
2537 BeaconAvo,-656-1131 


















Rrentwnod Hardware and Athletic* 







Beacon Plata Mall ■
KITCHENWARE 
Tho Happy Cooker 
2405 Beacon Avo, •
LADIES WEAR '
Alyce's Fashions 
7105 West Saanich Rd,
The Cat's Whiskers
2405 BeaconAvo, -656-3342
Gal's Pal Ladles Wear
7855 FastSaanichRd,-652-4721
Sidney Fashion Flair
247 1 BeaconAvo, -056 6433
SptKiner’s Ladies Wear
1193 Verdier Avo, - 652-5612
LAUNDROMATS 
Brentwoor) Laundromat 
7175 W.SaanichRd -652-3812 
Wash-Rite
3id Si. (actoas irom iha Sidney Roviewi





10134 McDonald Park Rd, —656-4033
Marsh Marine Charterboats
2447 Beacon Avo., Box 2609 -656-1611
Roy's All-Bay Marine Services






Sea Chest Sailing Shop 
9732-l'3tSt,---656'6621 




Beacon Plaza Mall — 656-3314
PHARMACIES 
Brentwood Bay Pharmacy 
7181'WestSaanich Rd. -652-1821 
Shoppers Drug Mart 





Sunshine Secretarial Services 
2452 Beacon Ave, — 656-5641
SERVICE STATIONS
Flint Motors
2391 Beacon Ave, — 656-1922
Harbour Texaco










24 75 BeaconAvo. - 656 4724
Town Square Shoes
#208-2405 Beacon Avo, 656-7331
MEAT MARKETS 
Island View Freezer 
7005 East Saanich Rd.—0£ 













7105AW. Saanich Rd, — 652-56,14 




10201 McDonald Park Rd,
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICES
H & R Motorcycle Sales
9752-4th St,-656-3433
REAL ESTATE 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd.
2418 BeaconAvo, -•656-5584 
Gordon Hulme Ltd.
2444 BeaconAvo. — 656-1154
656-532
TELEVISION SALES AND REPAIRS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Lann Copeland Music 
7174A W. SaanichRd, ~652-451?.
MUSIC AND RECORDS 
J.J. Record Centre 
2405 BeaconAve,-656-7522 
Sidney Music
2495 Deacon Avo,..  656-4818
NEWSPAPER
RESTAURANTS 
Bayshore Family Restaurant 
812 Verdier Avo.-652-3622 
Clipper Inn.
2558 Bevan Avo,- 



















Village Toy and Hobby Shoppe 
#3-7120 W, Saanich Rd, ™- 652-5838 
UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPES
Danish Upholstery & Drape*








Hevt toSirtni’-'y Super Foodi.
PAINT AND WALLPAPER
Cloverdale PaInt'^nTaper
9768 '5th St, - 656-3975
agOENOiNimsULATION
WeaWiergard Sho()
?l-r5 KeatlngXRd, - 652 44U




KoafingXRd • Oldtlokl Rd. 652-4484
VARIETY STOREtl 
Sidney Now* and Variety
2440 Beacon Avo, — 056 -2345
yi/ELDINOANDFARRICHTINC
SatelliieFndus'trle*
#6-10114 McDonald Park '- 656-32
WOOD STOVES 
Sidnuy I it opiate Shop 
9788 - 2ndSt,-656'3031
V-
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for some very; good reasons
□
□
Shop Locally .u . BRENTWOOD FLORIST AND
GARDEN SHOP
Flowers have always been their
business. When Bill Webster with 
his small daughter Shirley and 
family moved to Canada from 
Essex after the war. 'he started a 
nursery in Central Saanich. 
Shirley grew up with a knowledge 
of plants, and her first job was in 
a Victoria florist shop.
Thirteen years ago this month, 
father and daughter embarked on 
a new venture, their own florist 
and garden shop, at 7111 West 
Saanich, Brentwood. To this day, 
many of the bedding plants they 
sell come from their own nursery.
With a staff of 4, the shop has a 
comfortable feeling, coming from
people who are familiar with their 
work. A full range of artistic 
Ooral arrangements is available 
for every occasion, and there is 
delivery locally and to Victoria, as 
well as flowers-by-wire.
The store carries the best
selection of silk flowers for miles, 
plus house plants, baskets and 
wickerware, and four seed racks 
including Stokes’.
Hanging baskets of fuchsias are 




Shof) Locally at DEEP COVE CHALET
□
Many patrons claim that Pierre 
Koffel’s Deep Cove Chalet offers 
the finest French cuisine on the 
Island. Aficionados go farther 
than that. But there is no question 
that the Chalet, overlooking 
Saanich Inlet, is a gourmet 
restaurant par e.xcellence.
Opulent smorgasbord lunches 
are served Wednesdays and 
Thursdays, with fresh crab, pate, 
and delicate continental salads.
For evening dining, the.menu 
moves from the merely opulent to 
the sublime, the blessed: there is 
truffle soup and — soul of wit — 
Truffle soup without truffles. Egg 
Royal (with goose liver and 
truffles) Quails a I’alsacienne
Pierre with long-time helper, Anna Gray.
(with cream, grapes and 
sauerkraut).
And for an outrageous suc­
cession of seafood delicacies — 
from baked oy,ster, through to 
steamed clams and lobster tails —
order Hazel’s Follies. Follies 
indeed!
The Chalet is open Tuesday 
through Sunday (closed for lunch 






Shop Locally at .. . THE CANDYMAN
“Mitrou’s Home-made 
Candy and Chocolates”, ran the 
sign back in 1910 in Brandon, 
Manitoba. And now George 
MitroU, along with partner 
Mickey DeBruin, having been 
‘‘weaned bn the candy busmess”,
is back in the thick of it again . _
—TheAnd the two Candymen - 
Sidney Candyman. and the 
Brentwood Candyman — offer 
the thickest and best of it: green 
layer tropicana mints, chocolate 
‘‘slow pokes”, saltwater taffy, 
Macadamia nut britt!e,‘and hand- 
dipped Ganong chocolates from 
New Brunswick. Fresh stock has 
just arrived for Mother’s Day and
□
wayis there a sweeter 
rememberher?
And two Candyman stores also- 
have lots of ‘‘Kid stuff” — loot 
bags and birthday bags are made 
to order, in fact, bags — and fruit 
baskets — for any occasion.
And as the weather summers 
up, their marvellous assortment 
of ice cream cones is tempting: 
licorice, lemon, root beer and 
even bubble gum cones




Shop Locally at . . . RUST’S JEWELLERS
Rust’s is something of an in­
stitution in Sidney. It is the 
longest established jewelry store 
on the Peninsula, and has been in 
its present location at 2443 
Beacon for 18 years.
: Since the death of her husband 
Dave j n 1977, Gonni e^ Ru st hqs . 
run the .shop, and the tradition of 
Triendly, helpful"service-has been 
strikingly carried oh. ^
Connie and long-time em­
ployees Eileen Graham and Iris 
Godwin, along with part-timers . 
Irene Wiggans and Norine Hawk, 
will help you choose a watch, a 
ring, or a wedding gift, or give 
you a warm welcome if you are a
□
newconier.- . ;
The store also offers the largest 
selection of Ikora Tarnishproof 
silver on the Island.
Watch repairs are again being 
done on the premises, by Brian 
Quinn who is becoming known
for his restoration of 
clocks. And a busy engraving 
service is carried out by Eileen 
/.Graham, ■' /'
Hours are 9:00 - 5:30/six days a
week. The watchmaker and ; 
engraver do not work Saturdays.
f
□
Shop !jOcally at BRENTWOOD LAUNDROMAT
However we may say it, we all 
have to do our laundry, and if you 
do not have the convenience of a 
home washer and dryer, the 
Brentwood Laundromat at 7175 
West Saanich Rd. in Brentsvood, 
is a most convenient place to go.
Ruth and Gus Whiteakcr. and 
their son Jint, are 
owner/managers of the laun­
dromat, which opens from 8 a.m. 
■ 8:30 p.m. weekdays and Sun­
days, and 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Saturdays. (Last wash is at 7:30; 4 
p.m. on Saturdays.)
This iaundromat is I'ully at- 
Tended at all times, by the owners 
or assistant Rose Walker, and
offers a laundry service. The 
attendant, who can advise you on 
laundering techniques, will also 
see your laundry right through the 
process, a wonderful boon for 
busy customers.
Front-loader washers arc 
featured, gentle giants that will 
wash your curtains, sleeping bags 
or small bathroom rugs with 
kindness. There are also double, 
or even triple, loading machines, 
that will take a good .30 pounds of 
laundry at a time,
And the notice board is an 
important focus in any com­
munity. Give your clothes a break 
and drop in soon.
P □
□
Shop Locally at ALISA’S FABRICS
Alisa Kool is ‘‘very particular” 
about the fabrics she buys because 
shoe does most of her own 
.sewing. She enjoys good fabrics 
immensely, and there is nothing in 
her store that she would not like 
to work with herself. This 
criterion guarantees her 
customers’ satisfaction.
All the materials at Alisa’s 
Fabrics in Sidney’s Upper Town 
Mall are imported, the woollens 
hum England, the silks and 
ultrasuedes from .lapan. The 
silks, of course, arc the stuff 
dreams are made of: there arc 
dress and suit-weight silks, some 
silks blended with other fibres, 
and an unusual and elegant black 
and white silk gingham.
Alisa offers niorc than the 
‘‘fa.shionablc not faddy” textiles 
she’s famous for. She also 
leaches her customers how to 
work with the fabrics they’ve 
purchased. Her tailoring classes 
for next full arc already booked, 
but .lanuary’s classes have 
openings. And periodically Alisa 
holds onc-cveiling workshops in 
nltrasucdc. Ultrasuede is “unlike 
any other fabric”, and techniques 
of leather and real suede tailoring 
mnsi be learned. These workshops 
are a special service to her 
customers, and offer a rare op­
portunity to home seamstresses, 
Hours are 10 a.m. - 5:30 p,m. 









Shop Locally at THE THOUGHT SHOP
□
Six years ago, Kathy and Victor 
Downard opened their 
provocativcly-namcd Thought 
Shop at 7167 West Saanich Rd. in 
Brentwood. (Victor thought up 
the name,) Victor was formerly in 
construction, and Kathy n marine 
I biologist,
The Thought .Shop is a special 
store, carrying unique and rare 
giftwnre for the discerning 
customer. There is bcuiiiifiil 
glassware, jewelry, and Japanese 
china, even a section of well- 
chosen children’s toys and books. 
There is everything else you'll 
need to dress up your gift. The 





products: iill-occaslon cardt,, 
wrapping paper* candles, party 
ware, stationery, albums and 
children's books. .Specialty items 
Include Medici cards from 
England, as well as ever popular 
Gordon Fraser cards.
There is also a wedding In­
vitation service: you can order 
your Invitaiions Ihrotigli Kathy 
and Victor,
So, when you’re searching for 
tliut very special gift, it's hard not 
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Drugs, alcohol coucern
Sunshine Secretarial Service
656-5641 2452 Beacon Ave.
‘FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS”
A public meeting to be held at 7:30 
p.m. May 13 at Stelly’s school has been 
called following concern expressed over 
teenagers’ use of drugs and alcohol in 
the community.
All parents and interested persons are 
invited to attend, says Mrs. Joan 
Gilbert, a members of the school’s
which isParent Advisory Group 
sponsoring the meeting.
Following a presentation which in­
cludes a panel of speakers representing 
parents, police, school counsellors and 
the Drug and Alcohol Commission, 
there will be an opportunity for people 




PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of the Town of Sidney that I require the presence of 
the said electors at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B. C. on TUESDAY, THE 20th DAY 
OF MAY, 1980, AT THE HOUR OF TEN O’CLOCK IN THE FORENOON for the purpose of 
electing persons to represent them as:
ALDERMAN — One (1) Vacancy — Term of Office Balance of 1980 and 1981.
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly qualified electors of the Town. The nomination 
paper shall be delivered to the Returning Officer at any time between the date of this notice and noon 
of the day of nomination. The nomination paper may be in the form prescribed in the ‘‘Municipal 
Act” and shall state the name, residence and occupation of the person nominated in such manner as to 
sufficiently identify such candidate. The nomination paper shall be subscribed to by the candidate. 
Disclosure forms under the Public Officials Disclosure Act must be filed with each nomination paper.
In the event of a poll being necessary, such poll will be opened at the Town Hall, Sidney, B. C. on 
SATURDAY THE SEVENTH DAY OF JUNE 1980 between the hours of 8:00 o’clock in the forenoon 
and 8:00 o’clock in the afternoon.
AN ADVANCED POLL will be held on WEDNESDAY THE FOURTH DAY OF JUNE 1980 bet­
ween the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. for those electors who expect 
to be absent from the Town on Polling Day or, through circumstances beyond their control will not be 
able to attend the Poll on Polling Day; or are, for reasons of conscience, prevented from voting on 
Polling Day.
Every person is hereby required to take notice of the above and govern himself accordingly.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT SIDNEY, B. C. THIS FIRST DAY OF MAY, 1980.
RETURNING OFFICER
awards
Artists who received 
awards at the 27th annual 
Saanich Peninsula Arts and 
Crafts Show held May 3 
and 4 at Sanscha Hall, 
Sidney, included Kay 
Ratcliffe, M.K. Darters, 
Mary Feesey, Helen Rogak, 
Ian MacDonald, Joyce 
Swannell, Effie Cun­
ningham, Gladys Rober­
tson, Maureen Robertson, 
Veronica Wiper, H.M. 
Duddridge, Louise Page, F. 
Klein, Chris Doman, L. 
Schuetz, M. Laite, R. 
Henry, Palsy Lewis, Janet 
Remmer, 1. Reid, Susan 
Lapham, Muriel Varley, 
Elizabeth Malvet, Mollie 
Green Mitchell, Pat 
Tredgett.
Sculpture awards: Ralph 
Roberts, Andrew Stewart.
Weaving: Emily Cam­
pbell, Hilde Muller,, 
Heather • Waters, Dianne 
Cross. .
Pottery: Stephenie Steel, 
Gillian Mackie, Mavis 
Mooney, Francisca 
Hayman, John Feesey, 
Mary Burns.
Stained glass: Bill 
Doggart, Edith Fahr.
Pat Bay airport manager 
Jim Cross will be gUest 
speaker at the May 15 
meeting of Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce. The dinner 
meeting will be held at the 
Peacock Restaurant, 
cocktails 6 p.m.
The choral and variety 
program by the Victoria 
Metropolitan Choir 
scheduled for Thursday, at 
St. Paul’s United Church 
has been set back to May 22 
at 8 p.m. Admission is $2 
and proceeds will go to St. 
Paul’s building fund. The 
church is located at the 
corner of Fifth and 
Malaview in Sidney.
The Auxiliary to the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
plans its annual spring tea.
bake and plant sale 
Saturday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
at Margaret Vaughn Birch 
Hall on 4th Street, Sidney.
Holy Trinity Guild spring 
sale will be held 10 a.m. 
Saturday at the church hall, 
corner of Mills Crossroad 
and West Saanich Road. 
Plants, home baking, white 
elephants. Mother’s Day 
gifts.
Sidney Days Festival 
Society plans a general 
meeting for Thursday at 
7:30 p.rn. in the west room 
at Sanscha Hail.
Past pupils, teachers and 
members of Shady Creek 
United Church are invited 
to the 200th birthday 
celebration of the church’s 
Sunday school May Tl 
■starting at 9:45 a.m.
LANGLAND 
GARDEN Cir^TRE
(Next to Sidney Super Foods)
"Special for Mothers' Day” 
HANG1N& BASKETS CUT FLOWERS
WRITING SKILLS 
SEMINAR. At Panorama 
Leisure Centre on Wed­
nesday, May 7 at 7 p.m. If 
you want to lest your 
writing skills or cure your 
writing blues and learn 
about such topics as 
identifying reader and 
subject, organizing material 
and expercising economy 
and clarity of language 
register at the Peninsula 
Community Association, 
9813 Fifth Street, Sidney. 
Registration fee, $5. 
Proceeds will be devoted to 
the work of the PCA as a 
contribution by Mrs. Jean 
White, 656-0134 or 656- 
7309 evenings.
FIFTH ANNUAL 
CARNATION DAY for 
Multiple Sclerosis research 
will take place May 9 and 
10. Organizers throughout 
Canada hope to raise $1 
million. The main Saanich 
Peninsula areas to be 
covered this year will be 
Sidney; near Beacon Plaza, 
Safeway, and Beacon Street 
and several areas in 
Brentwood Bay.
Saanich Peninsula M.S. 
Support Group will be 
assisting the Multiple 
Sclerosis Society of Victoria 
and Vancouver Island with 
Jeanette McNamara 656- 
5091 and Dan Johnson 656- 
2104 co-ordinating ac­






Raffle winners at the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Garden Club show on April 
20 were as follows: First 
Prize - watercolour by 
Prudence Walker won by 
Denise Allen; Second - 
wheelbarrow, donated by 
the Garden Club, won by 
W. Prodan; Third - long 
handled pruners, donated
by Block Bros, won by M. 
Tate; Fourth - copper dish, 
donated by Edythe Fahi, 
won by Mrs. Betty Curtis; 
Fifth - Portugese vase,’ 
donated by Halloway’e 
Sidney Florist, won by J.‘. 
German; Sixth - garden 
lounge chair, donated by
Safeway, won by Edythe 
Fahr; Seventh - Dwarf 
Rhododendron, donated by 
Connar Nurseries, won by 
Mrs. R. Harvey; Eighth - 
Viburnum Spring Bouquet 
shrub, donated by Elk Lake 
Garden Centre, won by 
Jack Hardingham; Ninth -
a book, Crocketts Victory 
Garden, donated by a 
member, won by B. 
Burgess; Tenth - pink 
rhododendrum donated by 
Langland Garden Centre, 
won by J. Getson; Eleventh 
- craft Pruners, donated by 
the Garden Club, won by 
Dr. J. Izatt. Twelth - dinner 
for one at the Sidney Hotel, 
donated by the Sidney 
Hotel, won by Mr. J. 
McKinlay-Key; Thirteenth - 
$10 gift certificate, donated 
by T.&T. Seeds, Winnipegr
won by P.L. Mosher; 
Fourteenth - plant, donated 
by Marigold Nur.series, won 
by Bari Sloan; Fifteenth - 
flowering cactus, donated 
by Deckers Greenhouse - 
Betty Booth; Sixteenth 
prize - Cactus, donated by 













1980 VOLVO . no. V20.n
OT,2ni(,F„di„jMca DliMOSAUUMtlOi
CiTPcirorinance4SpeedO/l)PS, <81 "W IS pw ps#
PB.S/R, AM/FM Cass., Met,, Silver ^ | i / im
List Price$12,453.00 • JL -lL «0 A J.U f O
1980 VOLVO
.GLEV6A/TPS,PB,A/C 
hS/R Power Windows 
I Loaded — VeloiiiTnt., Mei, Silver 














• Body side inoulding.s
•4 Wliecl power assisted di.se brakes (Self adjusting) 
•C'liild pi oof door locks 
•Real wiiulowderoiiger
•Inilly adjiisiable front bucket scats wiili luinliar 
support
• 12 outlet lieating and ventilation system 
•Speciiil stone chip resistant paint
•2 Stage thorough iTictory undercoatings 
•Radial ply tires .steel belted
• Rack and pinion steering ^
•Safety cage passenger compartment
•Heated drivers seat
• Dual remote comrol rear vicsv mirror
• I'inted glass
•Quart/Crystal clock iH 
•T rip meter
• Rear window defroster
• liitermiiteni windshield wipers
1980 VOLVO
GL4CYL4DR Auto 








2Dr, V6,A/T,PS, PB. AM/FM 
Cass. IVW, A/C Crnisc I.eallier 
mneh-mncltmore. Tan Meiallie 
.List I’rice$22,201,00
DEMO SALE PIDCE ^
*19.889 •2312
1980 VOLVO STOCKNo. V2108
Gl'4 Cyl4 DR, 4 SP. O/D. PS. PB. DI^^MO SMM VUiCK ^
S/R AM/l'MCass.,CibieT.ights "U 11 fma
and MORE, (loldMctnIllc n ^ JL -1. /OifcJ ***1234
I.ist I’ricc $12,996.00
1980 VOLVO STOCK No, V2I25”Diesel”4Dr,6Cy^^/T,PS.TM) SALE PIUCE
S/Roof, AM/FM CASS ^ Tl
DSL Economy Yellow in Colour ^ i y 4 ^1133
I.ist Price $1.1,945.00
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Gumming squashes TV coverage
If you were looking be televised last fall and has council would routinely disappear after the second But Gumming said the 
forward to seeing your been on the channel 10 approve the request because or third meeting. cameras cduld be inhibiting
favourite North Saanich schedule since January. he branched out to other Mayor Eric Sherwood and aldermen may hesitate
council member on Saanich Gumming would not give areas in his presentation, said he favoured the to say things. He added it
Gablevision’s channel 10 — any reason for his op- including a request for a television proposal. “The could also lead to some
forget it. position. He simply said, rearrangement of council more we can get to the aldermen “playing up” to
Gouncil Monday night “1 dislike the idea — members to provide better public the better.’’ the cameras.
Smart march by Sidney RCMP auxiliaries at Saturday’s graduation 
exercise at Air Cadet Hall. Dinner-dance followed parade, self 
defence display and awards presentation.
turned down an offer to period.’’He later reiterated quality coverage,
have regular meetings he had only one problem “We don’t want only the
televised by the local cable with the proposal — “I back or side of someone’s
company — and all because don’t like it.’’ head,’’ Stanlake com-
of one camera shy alder- His disapproval came inented.
man. despite a presentation by In reply to questions
Aid. Jim Gumming was Mike Stanlake, program from Aid. Dermid
the sole opponent to the director for Saanich Bingham, Stanlake said the
television scheme, but Gablevision. cable company had
because the proposed Stanlake told council received a few enquiries
motion called for council’s each member had given full about North Saanich
unanimous support, it was support for the televised council coverage, and had 
defeated. meetings at a pre-election decided to make the offer
If it had been accepted, all-candidates forum last after learning Sidney 
North Saanich would have November on channel 10. council coverage had 
been the second municipal He said he was only become quite popular,
council on the peninsula to appearing before council to He assured aldermen any 
be televised by local cable. reconfirm that decision, “jitters” they may have in 
Sidney council agreed to Stanlake seemed to think front of the cameras would




w cnADQ 8. RflTu pnuunTRC
from
. SOAPS & BATH POWDERS 
‘ ' ^ (FREE GIFT WRAPPING)
2354 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.656-5212 
HOURS: Mon. - Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Shelley’s
our queen
For the third year in a row a Parklands secondary 
school student has been selected may queen for Greater 
Victoria. . .
Shelley Gibson, an 18-year-old grade 12 student, of 
626 Bradley Dyne was chosen in a ceremony at Saanich 
municipal hall Sunday.
Gibson won over nine other entrants from high 
schools throughout the Greater Victoria area, and will 
be crowned May 18 following a procession from the
Lillias
honored
Miss Lillias Milne, 9265 
Lochside Drive, Sidney, 
attended the 45th an­
niversary of the Alberta 
Home Economics 
Association at the 
Marlborough Inn Gon- 
vention Gentre at Galgary, 
held April 24 - 26.
Miss Milne, a charter 
member and honored guest, 
was presented with a hand­
crafted silk rose and an 
inscribed gold medallion 
and chain. She reported 
many people at the con­
vention “had to be con­
vinced” her posy of 
honesty, blue bells and 
japonica had actually been 
picked in her Sidney gar­
den. ,
Flowering P!onts...giV6 'em a I'fft!
2499 Bsscon 698*3313 SHOW ^OMYOy 
LOVE I^ER WITH
FROW
HUMMEL FIGURES have arrived
for MOTHER’S DAY Limited Quantities
Leather Dogwood Stick Pins
COMEBROWSE
2474 BEACON AVENUE, SIDNEY 
Shoppe Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 to 5:30 656-3232
i j'' 'a
.....
Empress Hotel to the Lcgi,stature.
She will also be the highlight of the Victorian Day 
parade May 19 that kicksoff a week of local festivities.
Gibson’s next 12 months will be busy, filled with 
festivals and parades, including the annual Pacific 
National Exhibition in Vancouver,
Stclly’s secondary school was represented in the 








2328 Harbour Rd. 
Sidney, B.C,
STORE H©URS:
DAILY 8:30 K6:00 
THURS;, FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY T0:0Q ■ 5:30
89l







Across from Sid ney Hotel J
r
mUG STEAKS
$285 SIRLOm TIP STEAKS 
BARON of BEEF
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>■ m MM SHAmPORTlOH BUTT STEAKSHAM ^ as* ..99* Ji"
on her Day - AAayn 1th
HAIR BRUSHES AODIS 100% BOAR BRISTLE- PRICES STARfiNG AT 50




















^OD SELECTION OF DECORATIVE
BY HALLMARK 95
WIND SONG 102G. too
Nice Selection of Mothers I QJL BEADS










SEASONING SALT 450 gr.
BURN’S OR ELAKETURKEY



















SURF 6 LITRE BOX
POWDER DETERGENT'
FRENCH'S 40Z.JAU 4 STAR STEMS* PIECES
CHOPPED ONION \ MUSHROOM looz.tin

















’TWO SADDLES. 16" seol pony size. 
English saddle with complete bridle, 
S50; Western saddle with bridle, no 
reins. $45. 652-4667. 20-nc
1000 Gov I St 364-8124
GARAGE SALE: Saturday, May 10th, 
9:00 a.m. Chandeliers to prawn 
Traps! 2251 HarbourRoad, Sidney. 
0417-19 PD
$356.00 WEEKLY possibie in only 2 
hours work daily at home. Start 
immediately. Free. Reply to: 
Opportunities, Box 4-E56, Group S24, 
R.R. ifS, Winnipeg, Monitobo. R2C 
2Z2. 0273-19
1979 • 27’ TRAVELAIRE TRAILER, with 
awning, large fridge ond freezer. 
Bathtub, carpet ond linoleum, large 
storage box on back. $10,500. 656- 
7047. 0410-ff
OPEN HOUSE 
Sat. & Sun. 2-4 p.m. 
at
Vista Del Mar 
10016 Third St.
Several brand new suites 
available, take this one for 
example, 2 bedrooms, wall 
to wall carpet, colored 
appliances, view, 
beautifully decorated, 
thermoglass, sliding door to 
balcony. All this for only 
$46,900. Will consider 
Trades.
WATERFRONT LOT 
Superb .9 acre lot on 
Curteis Pt. Close to several 
excellent marinas. Easterly 
exposure. Asking price is 
$165,000.
Marina Court 
White Birch Road 
Sidney
One bedroom unit on third 
floor facing west. Fridge 
and stove included. 
Immediate occupancy.
THREE PCE. BEDROOM SUITE, like 
new, $350; sofa bed, $150: vinyl 
recllnor choir, like now, $125; washer 
and dryer, $150; desk, roll top type, 
$50,656-3768. 0430-19
ACCOUNTANT: Public Practice 
Experience. Self-starter, oble to work 
independently. Location Komloops, 
Thompson Okanogan Personnel 
Services, 320 Victoria Street, 
Kamloops. B.C. V2C 2A5. na-19
1979 DODGE MAXI VAN. 360 motor, 
raised roof, trailer package, custom 
Interior. 4 swivel tilt seats, toble, 
closet. Sleeps four. $10,500 . 656- 
7847. 0411-tf
ESTABLISHED DRY CLEANERS. 
Excellent growth potential. Tyee 
capital of the world. $88,500.00. 
Phono 287-9944. Write: 151M 
Dogwood Street. Campbell River, 
B.C. V9W6B9. na-19
HOLY TRINITY GUILD SPRING SALE • 
SATURDAY. MAY 10 - at 10 a.m. at 
the church hall, corner Mills X Rd. 
and West Saanich Rd. at Pat Bay. 
Plants, home boking, white 
elephants. Mother’s Day gifts. 19-nc
FOUND, ladles wrist watch on Slddei 
Rood. Owner moy have same by 
identifying and paying for this ad. 
656-6638. 0398-19
21 CU. FT. deepfreeze In good 
working order, $75; twin brush 
electric floor polisher, $15. 656-3697. 
19
GROCERY STORE 
Located in North Saanich 
this business also has a fast 
food take out. Located on a 
50x127 lot. MLS. Price is 
$67,000.
$31,500
GARAGE SALE: Moy 10. 1980, 10;00 
a.m. 9349 Webster Piece. No early 
birdsi Weight lifting sot: books, and 
miscellaneous. 0426*19 PO
FARM WORKERS dairy, poultry, 
greenhouse. nursery, mochir.ery 
operotors. gardeners ond general 
lobourors, etc. Steody, tomporory, 
and summer employment will be 
opening. Register now, some im­
mediate jobs avoilablo. Apply to 205- 
3400 Douglas SI. Victoria. 382-4274. 
0272-20
1964 JOHNSON GALE 40 HP long 
shaft, electric start outboard for sale. 
Tank, hose, and controls. 656-3194. 
0413-19
DOG GROOMING SALON FOR SALE. 
Estoblished clientele, Vancouver 
area. Financial statement avollable. 
For Information phono 874-6914. 8:30 
• 5 p.m., Tuesday to Saturdoy. 253- 
0056 evenings. na-19
LOST CHARM BRACELET on 
Moloview, April 23rd. Please coil 656- 
6268. 0370-18
CAMPER on 4 door truck. 17.000 
miles. All facilities, suit family. In 
good shape, priced right for quick 
sale; 656*6803. 0431-20 PD
FOR SALE CAMPBELL RIVER PRECAST
CONCl^TE 5 acres, 2'/i zoned In­
dustrial, 3 bdrm home. Nets 
$35,000.00. Ideal partnership or 




Very attractive single level 
townhouse. Approx. 1000 
saq. ft. of living area. 
Living room with brick 
fireplace, dining room with 
sliding glass door to yard, 2 
bedrooms, skylight over 
main entry, double glazed 
windows and carport. 
MLS. $61,900.
BUNGALOW 
Built in 1972 as a retirement 
home, this 2 bdrm, 1 Yi bath 
house is well worthy of your 
consideration. Excellent 
location, close to shops, 
Snr. Citizens Centre and 
school. 50x130 lot. 
Immaculate throughout; 
MLS. Asking $64,000.
WESTERN SEA VIEW 
The Saanich Inlet is 
featured in this sunny Vi 
acre location. Beautifully 
finished kitchen, most 
attractive dining room, an 
impressive living room, 
king sized bedroom plus 
den. Lower floor contains 
entrance, family room, and 
an additional bedroom plus 
room for development. 
$98,000. MLS.
NORTH SAANICH 
0.6 acre lot in the McTavish 
Rd. area. Potential seaview 
over Bazan Bay: 
$39,900:00. MLS.^ ^ ^ ^
$51,900
Cozy 2 bdrm home. Garage 
plus small- workshop. Short 
walk to the beach. Lane 









5.85' acres, comfortable 
1900 sq. ft. remodelled 
home with 3 bdrms, 14x23 
living room, patio off 
dining room and view 
sundeck off master 
bedroom, some finishing 
touches needed, 1,000 sq. 
ft. workshop or storage 
plus double garage, good 
garden soil, fruit trees and 
grape vines, all for $89,900.
54” SIMMONS 0(ihop«dlc boxipring 
and mattress, 1 month old, $200. 656- 
6925 before 9 a.m, ond ofter 5 p.m. 
0434-19 PD
EASY CHAIR IN block crushed velnyl, 
$125; day bed, $40; desk, $50; small 
kitchen table with 2 chairs, $40; 
Kel vino tor fridge, $100. 656-1975. 
0435-19
20” CERAMIC KILN; Hammond organ. 
Phone 656-2233 before 5:00 p.m. and 
656-2960 after 6:00 p.m. 19-nc
AVON
Be your own boss this 
summer. Earn good money 
as an Avon Representative. 
Fresh Air. Friendly people. 
Flexible hours. For details 




WANTED: Cows and quota. Will pay 
top price. Apply to John or James 
Zall. 1855 Thoin Rd.. Cobble Hill, B.C. 
VOK 110 or phone 7-43-5022. tf
BEDDING PLANTS, vegetables, 
flowers, geraniums, etc. Grown 
hydroponicolly. Avalon Farm, corner 
Birch and Chalet Roads. 10-nc Work Wanted
FISH • ONI Let us supply your 
favourite tackle at reosonabte prices. 
Write to: Steelhead Sporting Goods. 
P.O. Box 80854, Burnaby, B.C. V5G 
2M8 C.O.D. phono orders 435-4573 
evenings. na-19
ANIMAL STALL LINER BOARD.
hygienic, high strength. Approved by 
Dept, of Agr. Also useful for cow 
porlors or where food preparation 
needs sonitory wall or table top 
surfaces. NUFAB phone 530-6201. 
22470 Fraser Highway, Langley. V3A 
4P6. na-19
JEEP PARTS, occessories. Adaptors, 
Convertible Tops. All jeeps 1942 to 
1980. Gigantic stockl Low prices, 
Gemini Soles 4736 East Hastings 
Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C2K7, Phone 
294-2623. na-19
CURTEIS PT. 
Beautiful 2 bdrm home on 
Vi acre. Only 5 years old 
this home is immaculate. 
You will be impressed with 
the quality you see 
throughout. If you enjoy 
outdoor entertaining there 
is a big deck with pool. For 
the handy man there is a 
large 22x24 workshop. For 
more information call now. 
MLS. $135,000.
RETIREMENT SPECIAL
2 year old, 2 bdrm home on 
large level lot, close to 
tranquil Buck Lake, nicely 
treed and landscaped with 
lawns, rock garden and 
cedar rail fencing. Beam 
ceilings, brick heatilator 
fireplace and wraparound 
sundeck, only $45,000.
THE MENNONITE TREASURY OF 
RECIPES • 224 pages, spiral bound, 
$7.50 postpaid. Carillon Centennial 
Cookbook - soft cover. $2.50 post­
paid. Carillon Festive Foods Cook­
book • soft cover. $2.50 postpaid. 
Derksen Printers, Steinbach. 
Manitoba, R0A 2A0. na-19
PRENTICE LOG LOADER Model 600D, 
truck mounted. Ready to load. Priced 
to sell at $38,000 or best offer, 
Squoinish area. Phone 689-1911 






Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. 
656-3297
CHICKS - brown egg layers, white 
leghorns, white rocks, order early 
ship onywhere. Napier Chick Sales, 
6743 - 216th St.. Box 59, Milner. B.C. . 
VOX l-TO. 534-7222. . tf
LETTER
PROCESSORS
You can earn up to $205.80 
or more in only 5 hrs. work 
per week processing mail 
for all our companies and 
can even work from home. 
You may choose your own 
hours, full or part time. No 
experience necessary. Start 
immediately by writing to 
77 Parkwoods Village Dr., 




WILL GIVE GOOD HOME to or willing 
to buy, large toy poodle. Please coll 
656-3504. 0410-19
POODLES ’N PALS PET grooming. 
Speciolizing in the pet poodle. All 
other small breeds welcome. For 
oppointment coll 656-7021. 0429-19
JUSTWHATYOU 
HAVE BEEN'-
3 bedroom home, im- 
maculate condition. 
Finished basement. 2 
fireplaces, enclosed car­
port, landscaped lot with 
garden area on quiet street. 
Priced at $74,900. MLS.
BUILDING LOT 
50x140 lot locEited next to 
9701 par win, All ', ser vices j 
available.;, i MLS, ■; Asking 
Price is $38,000.
John Bruce Res. 656-6151 









. & INSURANCE 
AUTOPLAN 
656-5511
1973 KOMATSU D65E, angle blode, 
Hyster free spool winch, bush 
guarded, new rails, pads, remainder 
50% - Kamloops. $70'.000; 1977 L200P 
& H rough terrain crane, 60 foot 
boom. 20 foot gib, G.M. power, low 
hourSi excellent - Peace River, 
$67,500: 1974 ML ^ 200 Mountain
logger skidder, 200 h.p, class, new ,
: tiros, Clark winch, excellent.; 
Cranbrook-$30,000; 1972 Timber jock 
,v.r.v2500, 4.cubic yard good tires,
excellent, Cranbrook - $42,750; 1975 : 
'y''M-SbladoV, ripper, fully; , 
'enclosed' cobT currently In shop, -v 
Prince George. Price on request; ;.
:. Phone 988.5685 or 324-2446: no-19
INSTALL CHINABOARD WALL LINER 
FOR: Health Core. Milking Parlours. 
Horse Trailers. Dog-Mink-Cert houses. 
Truck lining. Groin shutes ond slides. 
Born doors. Pen lining. Cold storage 
lining. Meat and Food plants. 
Sanitary counters. Hygienic oreos. 
Can't abuse, easy to cleon, build with 
chinaboord. Approved by Dept, of 
Agriculture. NUFAB, 520-6201, 22470 
Fraser Highway. Longley. VP6 4P6. 
na-19
HOT TUBS
Some dealerships stil 
with Canada's 
manufacturer.
Canodlan Hot Tubs 





SECOND INCOME. Opportunity to 
earn. $200 - $500 to $1,000 per month 
in the fast growing beouticidh field. 
Flexible hours. Quality and service 
orientation desirable. Coll 656-6087 
between 6 and 8 p.m. 0310-20
PUREBRED ENGLISH SPRINGER
SPANIEL PUPS for sale, $150; Sire of 
pups olso available for breeding. 
Phone Morgoret Smith 567-9101. na- 
19
BY OWNER IN CARIBOO, zoned Light 
Industrial in town, 2 steel buildings 
and house on 2 lots - $200,000. Box 
861.100 Mile House, B.C. VOK 2EO. 
na-20
SHAKLEE HEALTH products for sole. 
656-4889. . 0394-10
Let us help you! No 
typing challenge too 
great or too small. 
Bookkeeping to trial 
balance. We offer ef­
ficient;; dependable, and 
confidential service to 
busines?^f^"¥hcl ‘^i jn- 
dividuals. Phone 656- 
7009of 656-5639. 0327- 
20
FOR SALE: bed chesterfield in ex­
cellent condition. Also 16' trailer with 
many extras. Phone656-2214. 0257-if
WILL BUY 




(must be 18” and over) 
As breeding Stock 
For'infonnatioh call t. 
652-2481 or 652-1081 
/ after5p.m.
CARIBOO LOWBED SERVICE FOR 
SALE. Good running rights. Phone 
992-5618 or 992-7175 or write 
Amxtutz Contracting Ltd.. Box 4016, 
Quesnel. B.C. V1J3J2. na-19
Sidney council has given final approval to a five-year 
capital expenditure program totalling nearly $3.5 
million.
The program, extending from 1980 through 1984, is 
required under the provincial municipal act, and is only 
an estimated gross cost.
The biggest portion of the capital cost program comes 
in 1980 because of the construction of the water pipeline 
from Sooke reservoir. That will cost some $1.22 million.
Another $5CX),000 is slated for water utility program 
in 1981, but after that costs taper off with only $20,000 
spent in each of the remaining three years of the five- 
year capital expenditure program. '
Roads and sidewalks are the second largest ex­
penditure — totalling some $9(X),(X)0 over five years. Of 
that, $250,000 will be spent in 1980, $185,000 in 1981, 
$210,000 in. 1982, $160,000 in 1983 and $165,000 in 
1984.
Capita! expenditures for parks in Sidney have been 
estimated at $58,{X)0 for this year, $55,0()0 for 1981,, 
$32,000 for 1982, $30,000 in 1983 and only $18,000 in 
1984.
In the fire protection section, council has allowed for 
$20,000 capital cost this year, $50,000 next year, and 
$5,000 in each of the following years until 1984.
Storm drains will also be a large cost for Sidney, 
totalling $161 ,(X)0 over five years, while equipment will, 
cost about $105,000 over the same period.
Home Services






One level home located on 
quiet cul-de-sac. 3 BR 
ensuite. Large LR, 2 car 
attached garage set on .55 




garden OF EDEN 
Lovely 3 bedroom, 
Westcoast-dcsign home 
with tremendous views. 
Combine beauty with 
freedom iind the result is 
this desirable home in 
Central Saanich. Apple 
trees and garter snakes 





Imaginaiive, 3 bdrm home 
on .secluded Vi acre. It's 
many generous rooms make 
It ideal for n growing 












DOORSI B.C.'S LOWEST PRICESI Pre­
hung ;lntorior. $19.90; solid Exterior 
pro-hung, $59.00; Panelled doors. 
$39.00. Closet bl-filds, $17.90; 
Deadbolt Locks, $9.90. Canada's 
largest soloctlon) Write or phono for 
further Information. Walker Door 
Ltd., Vancouver 266*1101, 1366 S.W. 
Marino Drive V6P 5Z9 or North 
Vancouver 905*9714, 15 89 Gordon 
Avo. V7P3A5. . NA*tf
RUBBAGE; GARBAGE HAULED.
Basement ond clean-up jobs. Phono 
652-4035. 37-tf
MOST PHASES of gardening 
landscaping - also garden dosigi- 
Crill Charles Vaiilrin, 656-1595 olln; 5 
p.m, 10 If
1
GOOD STRAWBERRY PLANTS, eating 
rhubarb, flowering mapio trees, 
doors and windows, building In­
sulation, cedar posts. 656-3071. 0328- 
19
NO JOB TOO SMALL. Young car­
penter willing to do fences, sun- 
docks, renovations, painting etc. All 
work guorontoed. Phono Ron 656* 
0287 or 656-3625. if
ALFALFA 
Excellent second cut. 
Dairy or horse feed. 
Large supply. $155 per 
ton. 100% Canadian — 
Alberta’s finest. Phone 





: Tops and ornaments on 







Owner Will’ Dorman gives 
personal attention lo all; 
orders. Phone 656-4754
WORKING FARM In Sidney, room and 





9584 Christine Place 
Like new condition. This 3 
bedroom home, with a full, 
undeveloped bn.semcnl, is 
located on a cul-de-.sac 
property that is fenced, 
containing nice lawn, ro.se 
bushes, excellent vegetable 
garden, and a good variety 
of fruit trees. Exclusive 
listing at $64,900.00. Yes, 
there is a carport ami 
sundeck.
SIDNEY, BY OWNER! Vory nice 2 
bdrm homo, oxionsivo rumodolllng 
Ion 3 yoori, Gorago-workihop with 
otjochod nhod, Gordon plot, covorod 
patio, largo backyard, $49,500, No 
ogonls, ploa»o, 656-2344 , 03B219
N/C ............
'/, MIIE LAKE FRONT plu« 65 (rood 
doodad acrob. All lervlciis, ad|cicunt 
lo new 5 aero sulxllvlilon. Roil ollori 
lo $49,500 F.P. Locnlod Irt Drldgo toko 




GRANDPARENTS badly nood playpen 
with or wllhaul pad. 656-59IB allor 6 
p.m. 0397-19
HANDYMAN
All kinds ol homo FIX-IT lobs. Ropali 
small appliances, olociric cords ale. 
Ho job loo smoll.
G. McConnell 
656-7670
IN SIDNEY, anyone Inlerostod In a 
singles got logothor, please phono 
656-7780. 0412-19
0221-19
URGENTI PRAYER PARTNERS NEEDED
ovory community across Conodo. 
Second Chronicles seven tourloon. 
Conlocl Prayer Canada, Upper Room, 
Brjx 23/, Surrey, B,C, V3T 4W8. Phono 
505-7252. na-19
Help Wanted
OWNER MUST SEU 1000 leiunro loot 
home plus 6 acres on Ihe most 
boniililul shollorod selling ol trees, 
dill, grovlty spiirig wolor, cniok, 
lake nccoss, oH soivltos. Will entry 
morlgogo 12% F.P, $39,500, totaled 




Fully serviced 1/.3 acre lot 
in beautiful Dean Park 





Drive by 8M6 Ebor Tee. 
and you’ll sec a most 
desirable home that has tlie 
living and dining rooms, 
and large kitchen, taking 
advantage of the excellent 
views of the strait and 
Islands, Development on 
the lower level is 
professional and tasty. 
Large sundeck, plus a most 




BY JUNE 1ST, Unluinished I bdrm. 
cipoflment, duplex or smoll tnlloge, 
locnlod anywhere north ol McKenile 
Avenue. For quiel working Indy. 
Phono 656-6615, 0419,19PD
FAMIIY OF FOUR inconlly moved lo 
Town ol Sidney, looking Ini 
house/upnilmenl. Ha puli. 
Approximolely $350 lo $400 per 
rnonlh, Coll Rny or tynlhln nl 





Great future potential, 
family oriented. Well 
established ant] a low in­







For rent. Approx. 6*10 sq. 







I,s a solidly built and 
comfortable older hontc on 
nearly an acre, witlt a good 
possibility of sub-dividing. 
There are .1 bdrms, extra 
large kitchen, part 
basement, and from 
veranda with pleasnni wate'r 
views. Exclusive, Courtesy 
to all realtors on thc,sc 






Saanicli Peninsula, prefer 2 
* ,1 bcdrtwin, fireplace, 
secluded location. No pets, 
no children. Call collect: 
I12-758.1S92, days. 112- 
248-2578 evenings, or write 
P.O, Box 286, Cooinh-s, 
B.C. 1)108-19
SANDOWN HARNESS RACEWAY
slofts May 17 . Soptomber 6.
Applicalioiii lor amplaymei\l will bo 
ncceplod Mny 9lh Irom 10 a.m. • 7 
p.rn. ond May lOlh Irom 10 n.m. - 3 
IMP.:_ 0436-19
S?cd NO ‘'Tn'cOME ''d'ppoTuu 
earn holwniip $200 to $1,000 per 
month In Ihti Inil growing nultllion 
Hold, rioxlblo hours, qunllly und 
sotvicii orlrinlnilon deslinhie. Call 
656 60R7 Ixilween 6 and 8 p.m, 0421. 
VJ_____ _____________
a'ir i'Tn’i"' '~'r ii Qui R iT' ' pu iT-i l ni'e
siHiniriry lar ripproximoioly 4 inoirlhs 
rommtinr.Ing July III linply giving 
'delnlK In P O, Box 2082, Sidney, R.C, 
VH13M.....  _ 0414-20
WOODWORWFi*o7'''bii«ninis^^^^
Must have tablnel and joinery ex- 
|)url«nt», 656-7511 nr-T9
wANiiD'"''liR6TNnyf'''M»7'*’''m^^^
women with ovm (rnnipnrinikm,
, g.iod Imusekuuplng skills and In- 
itiinslud In personal (ure lo at-l as 
mernbeii ol Ihe Himllh Corn leom on 
Iho Snnnirh Penlnsulo, Also needed 
peisoMs InleresHid In livo-ln 
■Ctdl656;0l34,____ 0428-25
STUDENTS lor summer employinenl, 
Pnihloni nvrilinhie are: gill shop 
r.tishlers, Irani desk i-leiks. dining 
room wolireiies, eoleierla •lull, 
tiishwaiheis, srKiki. rnnids, bar. 
Iitrnlori, sloru clerks and gas sliiilon 
allendnnts. For nppittolloni write: 
Nonhlonder Hotel, Rogers Pass, B.C, 
VOA INO or phone 837-2126 between 
;lnnd6|)m^ ___ iw.20
$356,00 WEEKIY POSSIBIE In only 2 
hours work dally ol homo, Slnil 
Innnodiololy, rroo, Reply lo 
Op|xnUinlllos Box 4 - E56, Group 524, 
RR 45, Winnipeg, Mnnilobo, R2C 222, 
03a0_:_^U____
ROTOVATINO small povretlul 
machine. Fioo esilmnlos; Bob 
Marlman, 656-4772, 656-2040. alter 5 
|| fn, 0l.'r,l ll
SPEEDY garden " SCiivicE;; (itiml
telinble wmh Phxtfto call cillin 4 p.m
r>')(. 6ll'>9 ' 11
saan. peninsuea guidance
association services lor iho 
Inniily, individual, mairlago and 
liimilv ccM/nselling. 656 1247, 2440 
Siilnpy Ave. (lown Hall), ll
, SIDNEY . 
RENTALS L I D. 
9773-5rli.St,
, 6.S6-5541
iTu largesi iiue stop 
l iiuilimcnl Reiilal Yard on 
Ihc Saanich I’ciiiiisula. 
/\iil hoi i/cil dealer lor 
rout), l.'.WVNItOY and 
SNAl'I’IR 
•.Wc icjiaii all make-,.
DIVORCE! $100 1 tiling lees. Wr> 
pintiaie youi divon.e (inpe.s over !t,.>
phono Insl. For more Inlormaliun 
<oll lIlE lAW SHOPPI. ol -IACK D, 
lAMIS, MICA., lUI loll 112 
iwn 663 3035 (in Vmuoiiver men coll 
rili7-2'M2). Climgi'x ami Mniioi- 
f Iinigtr wiilcomed, _
Reel Mower Specialists.
two MEN wllh pick-up will ski brush 
ileuHiig flmin up. house lepniis, 
(xiinllnij elr 656-1994 or 656 65711 
04 3 7-2 0 pd 
will DO HOUsi and yntti wniir in 
Ihe Sidney area. Please call 656-0290 
«r 892 r>nM, 0415-19 PD
INCORPORATE! VfM pins liling lees. 
III!Illpninln y,;iiiui'll lni.l civni the 
Ir.li'plHinii Dm Ininis and lyping 
iiinviins mn liiwyoi iipprijved. toll 
Si'll Cminsnl Snuires loll hnii 112 
Hi)(l 663 ;,l03'i, , Chrngnx anti
Mthlmi.liiiiue niiiuoved, 47-l|
,'\l. llOli/Ctl
^ Wai I Hill y 
Sci V ice fciill c,
NO JOB TOO SMAEl- Young I'ngllsh 
ctJipmitnr, 5 youis tippienllieship. 
Gurifanlmid walk. Coll Sieve 656- 







tiiobllshed linn, selling lull line ol 
ulllce egulpmeni In Souihern 
Okreiogort requires Ttthnicinn 
trnployer willing lorio same Iralning, 
Apply Service Monoger,, Wlnler's 
tOlllce Supplies. 270 M,orlln Sireel 
Penllclori. RC. V2A $K3. Pbrtne 492- 
2928 nn 19
1970 VW VVcNtplinllii 
pop-top camper. Nesv 
rehollt engine, tires. 
ft.I.OtM) miles. $3,.100. 
658-89.11,
76 OlASIPIY »OAT,2l'i II Sedon 
style, 165 Merriuiier, slein ronvoi, 
cn n'; fio,j,Jim’rier IrnlUr





THE SIDNEY Co-op pke-schooe 
Invites you lo nliehd on Open Hauie, 
Wednesday, Moy I4lh Irom I - 3 
p.rn., at 5l. Poul't Unllerl Church, 
corner ol filth and Moloview, You 
ond your child will have on op- 
froriuniiy lo observe ond poilltlpole 
lo Ihe irhool'i educallonol and 
crenitvo ploy ocllvllles, For more 
Inlotmollon cnnlatl Linda Newman 
656-7654. _ _______ 19
$AA”Nrcrf'TsiAN5i¥s "womIns
tOCCIR Cosh Draw, Apiil 6, l9D0i 
Draw #1 - $30 00 - Don Turner, Sid- 
riey: Orow P2, $30,00 • .A.C. Sayle, 
VIclorla: Draw i»3. $30.00 ■ R.t. 
Mi'Dciugoll, VIclorla; Drow #4, $30,00 
■ Eeoh Smith, Sidney: Draw I S, 
$100.00 • M,K, Underwond, VIclorla, 
19
TWO MDROOM mobile home in orfult 
»mrk, minimum tsne 45 venn, nn
•.hiWren. Fridge, Hove, w/ w,} both», 
Noneli,6$64527, OITl-tt
NEWEV SIIOCATED, walking with
f-xni.-vi 5-5f,.-!-'F IcviIHy n-H
iitiking I or T-bedrooin lejuse to 
renl, preleiubly In Snonich 
Flelsiiences, Call Mr. RitliPidira 652' 
4444 Iweekdnyih 3111-5256 (evenings 
mill week endil 025119
ARDMOII.on 1 rxre, Berniiilul Tudor
•lyle 4 bdrm Ihiu,#, Shuke rrnal, 
double i:r»'povS, lorge lomllv rni-im 
iwissh^enunrieck, 656 7026. 0427,19
tllPONII«,» PROriSIIOWAl couple 
will! well behnvsMt older dog want 2 
Mntr home rm Snnnl'b Peninsiiln 
fxtelleni relerences ovolloble. 
t.niiiertiteuly. e,yt,-?e» / U4,l/-I'»
CIRTIFIID DENTAL ASSISTANT
imiulred lur loinlly dental proctir.e In 
Wllliomi Eoke, Apply In writing lo 
Till, 4,14/ 1 0 Him tilbi.fie, IBB Htnih 
111 Avenue, WHHoms l.oke, B,C. V26
m.__ ____________ 0079
T0WN~6?’''ciHT0N"*t'cixiu'ires''an 
tngirienring Design Texbnition ll. 
A,-pi, b, iV.u, 16, IVU/ lij V/. ilul 
rhliison. Works Siiperlnienderit, Box 
i;ia9,Cresl(u\.«.C.VOinaO, no-is
1977 KAWASAKI KIIOOO, irn- 
motulnle, sirnk (ondillon: new llres, 
ullms In $2/M) (11 vrill tonsider 
Pt It enilmn 175'250 nn Irnde, 656- 






liirn IS seekingno *:•.
0247.M
•RARE'
mimpli TKlOt), Mkl cc 
carb. lIxcelleiiT, 






Your picscni covciage loo 
cosily?
We liave access ro New and 
lixccllcnt Markct.s anti 
'.ve’vn ' cv,.;\n;vl about the 
Coverages we can prcTvidc,
( /VLL NOW for details as 
related to your particular
Larrs Prmleii ,
656 0 m Kv,, 6,56.0.165
2154 lk,u:uiiA(c. 
SIDNEY. Il.C,
Hill > tCHUMAKIR. Mr. and Mrs, Roy
Hill, 995 tallow Rd., Sidney, B.C, ore 
pleased lo onnaunie Ihe 
*ngojj»m«f-r ol rheir only daughler, 
Donno tlnine lo Mr. Oovld Ryoii 
Schumoker. sun ol Mr, und Mrs, Roy 
khumaket rjl fdmrjnlori, Alberlo, 
The wedding will ink# ploc.e June 28, 
19fl0 (41 2,00 p.m. Irr Holy Trinity 
Cliuti.h, 1319 Mill* Rd , iidiniy, fi.C,, 
Reverer^ R, Sonsoinotllciallng. 19
cTRAMIc'clASSirrO* ADUin,To
lessont tor IIS. For more In 
larmiiilon, please coll 6S6-S72S, 433- 
1 V
CTNTNAt SAANICH KATIPAVIRS
ASSOC, will meet rri B tiOp ni. Way 14 
in ,he Muniripol Hnll 1903 Ml 
Nevrion K Rd, AMermon Dick Shorp 
vi.il uutline PM.I rtiuies oxoiiupie la
residents, 19
Saanich school board 
trustee Rubymay Parrott 
received a standing ovation 
at a B.C. School Trustees 
Association annual general 
meeting May 1 - 4 at the 
Bayshore inn, Vancouver. 
Parrott, president of the 
BCSTA, was addressing 
some 763 trustees after 
deciding not to run again 
for another year-long term.
She paid tribute to 
Education Minister Brian 
Smith “whose positive 
approach and strong 
support for local control 
recognizes the importance 
of the public educational 
system."
Her report, she said, was' 
a positive one, but .she 
warned “that docs not 
mean we can sit back’’ and 
become complacent, The 
image of education in B.C. 
and right across Canada 
and tlie U.S. was still 
tarnished and needed “a lot 
of polishing," Parrott said. 
But, she told trustees, 
the schools were doing a 
good job for children and 
there was a need to 
recognize the need for a 
complete turnaround in the 
attitude of some outside 
agencies towards education.
How often do wc, u.s 
tnisiecs, speak out with 
pride about our students 
our programs, our em- 
ployet/s, our scliools? Do 
we tend to concentrate on 
problems ns the media 
seems to do? she 
questioned.
She called for the 
ibssocintion to "rebuild 
confidence in education," 
The public expects a lot 
from the schools and in her 
opinion people were getting 
a fair deal, she said,
“But as a trustee 1 know 
that 1 have somcliow to 
convince our public of one 
fact — the sy,siem is sound 
and healthy,"
Image building, ParrofT 
declared, was the greatest 
challenge facing education 
today.
Muiulay, raiiuK luld 
The Review the meeting 
passed a resolution that 
there be a review and study 
of the system of education 
financing, There were also
two motions from Saanich 
school district which passed 
motions "we’ve been trying 
to get through for two 
years," Parrott said.
The fir-st wa,s a request 
that the education ministry 
officially recognize middle 
sclrools, the second, that 















Sidney will not become a 
member of the Vancouver 
Island Better Business 
Bureau — at least for the 
time being. Council turned 
down the offer from the 
bureau because no other 
local munidpaliiies are 
involved,
Mayor Norma Sealey 
says the bureau Is a very 
valuable organization, but 
the question is what role the 
iiumicipaliiy should have in 
it.
Council gave its irioral
support to the bureau after 
Aid. Ross Martin painted 
out the bnrenu protects 
people facing "(hady" 
practices.
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PATCHING SPECIALISTS . PRICE 
OUR STUCCO BEFORE YOU
paiKt, , .
r
WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT














2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.





A & B BOAT TOPS
Complete Boat Upholstery 
Convos Boot Tops 
Camper Cushions 
Repoirs






One call does 
it all.
%
T-i rcpl aces, chim neys, 
built and repaired. Small 
























1864 John Rd. 
656-2691




















rebuilding • oxhoust systems. For 
pleosufo. cotnmoiciol ond lishlng
boats. 656-5633
10410 ALL BAY RD. 
SIDNEY 
Phone 656-1580
MA UREEN ROWLETT 
Bookkeeping Services
4903 Ballcrait Place 
.'Victoria. B.C.
Bookkeeping to trial balance, 
payrolls, write-up work. One time 




Stucco - DrynMall 




Duct work. Chimneys, 













G. & W. 
Landscaping Ltd.
Residentoil. Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.



























































“Big or small 
we will do them all”






your roofingFor all 
needs.
Shakes, Shingles, Tar & 










AJAX HOME anti 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Wirtdows • Floors - Carpets 






















626 Esquimau Rd. 
383-8515





9812 - 4th St.; Sidney
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiii
SlDNEYuGLASS
Morino. Auto & Safety Glass 










AlmosI time lo think about planting your squashes, 
and your corn and beans... they should go into the 
garden when the ground is really warm, usually about 
the middle of May. At about this time you will want to 
put in some tomatoes... everyone seems to plant these 
delectable fruits, even those with very limited space.
1 don't think 1 told you about the fisherman who 
always liad a couple of “Sweet 100” patio tomatoes in 
the .wheel-house of his boat... A hint to-day from a 
Deep Cove resident who doesn’t wish to be further 
idcntiFied, on the planting of either “bush” or 
“staking” tomatoes. She says she takes newspaper, the 
thickness of one section (say 10 or 12 pages,) soaks each 
section Ihoroughly, and overlaps them ail around each 
plant.
She says that this keeps down the weeds, provides a 
mulch for the tomatoes, keeps the soil warm, and she 
thinks llie smell of the news print keeps insects away.
All this from what we used to use to wrap the garbage!
I wonder if any of you have thought of trying a sort 
of modified “French intensive” method of planting 
your vegetable garden? You may not have as neat and 
tidy a garden as usual, but you will get much more 
produce from the same amount of garden area. Instead 
of planting your peas, beans, onions, etc., in rows, 
plant them in blocks. Lets use onions as an example.
First you make a sort of diamond pattern, putting one 
seedling onion at each point of the diamond, a distance 
of four inches apart. From this starting point, you 
continue this diamond pattern until you have a block of 
onion plants, each four inches from its nearest neigh­
bour, totalling the number of plants that you would 
normally put in.
There is a real need to keep your garden well fertilized 
if you do decide to try this method, since every scrap of
soil is being called upon to produce nutrition for these
crowded plants.
1 have been using this method of planting vegetable
garden for the past several years, and have found it very
satisfactory. There is one possible exception, and that
was the bed we used for the squash. It got so overgrown, 
especially when the Zuccini and the Hubbard squashes 
really got going, that I think the bees were nervous 
about going into that jungle to do their job of 
pollinization, arid we ended up with only four Hubbards 
(monsters, admittedly) The Zuccinis don’t seem to 
require anylhelp from bees or anything else... they just 
■ keep on keeping on.;:,'. ■ .7
This year vve are considering puttirig the: Hubbard 
7 squash in the remains of last years compost pile, vyhere ^








Also Hauling. Will dollvor one to 









SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES












I SIDNEY BUILDER |
I Now specializing ill I 
I finishing carpentry, j
I cabinets and built-ins,. 
j rumpus rooms, repair,s, I 
I additions no job too |
I sinull7 I
Rcnovolc und Save i 
FREEESTIMATIW ! 
Ciin656-4915 J




July 1, 12-6 p.m.
All Community Groups, Organizations are 
invited to sponsor a booth in the 1980 Sidney Day 
Fun Fair. For information or reservation please 


















To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 





•eiice Posts, Digging. .50 





























Plumbing & Heating Cont.
BLUE ARMY



































Contractors l td. 
Renovations - Concrete 









ll c a l i n 1’
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 
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•22 years plumbing 














there will be room for thern to do their thing without;
taking over the whole garden. 7 "................... , ,.
There are several different squa.sh on the market this ; , ■
year. One of them, called Spiagetti squash, is very tasty, 
then'there is one called Scallopini, another 
Gourmet Globe (a round Zuccini), another calkd 7 77 
Goldneck, one goes by the name of Summer 
Crookneck, and there is even one called Banana Pink, 7 
which sounds more like a lipstick than a yegetable.
The proven varieties are still around, thank goodness, 
the Table Ace, the Butternut, etc., but it is always fuoto 
try at least one new variety, just to keep thing in­
teresting, ,
It is still a little early for pepper plants... they do best 
when there is steady heat, both day and night, and 
should always be planted in the warmest spot you can 
findipreferably against a South wall.
An interesting suggestion from Joe Fenton of North 
Saanich concerns growing Sugar Snap peas. Those of 
you who grew them last year found out, as I did, that 
they grew seven feet tall. He, very cleverly, took out the 
growing tips of the plants, the way you do vvith sweet- 
peas, if you want them to branch out. Using his method, ■ 
the peas didn’t reach that phenomenal height. Instead 
they were shorter, stockier, and he felt (I suspect, quite 
riglilly), that lie got a larger crop of those wonderful 
peas,
Those of you who, for the first time, arc planting 
Martha Washington geraniums, should be warned not 
to over water them. Always water from the top of the * 
poi, not allowing them to soak, or the leaves will turn 
yellow.
Tlicy do well in full sun, and are very easy to 
propogaie^ If you break off a branch (they tend to be 
britllc), just dip the broken bit in rooting compound, 
pul it in some soil, and with any luck at all you should 
have another plant.
'Ihc same thing is true of Ivy Geraniums, but they arc 
,so iinxious to grow that you don't even need the rooting 
hormone... just slick the broken bit in sand, or soil, 







304 Walton Place off Oldfield Road 
COME, SEE US TODAY FOR TOP 
QUALITY AND FOR BEST PRICES!
LARGE SELECTION OF:
HOUSE PLANTS HANGING BASKETS
^Gloxinias «Tree Hibiscus •Geraniums > Fuschias
^Hibiscus *Lantanas and •Impatiens - or Plant your own Basket or 
many more. Planters. ^





In-store Specials for Mom in our Peak Selection Time 
Be sure to see our unique
'Plus Size" Fashion Show
on Saturday, May 10, at 2 p.m., 
Brentwood United Church
652.3143 7105 West Saanich Road 
Brentwood Bay ^ ^ ^
Gigot d’agneau 
‘Bel Aire’
(Roust leg of lamb 
served loitli snuce 
i, ' of xoild berries)
' Cuisine frangaase -
For Motlier's Day, 
TMenry proposes .





OR Salimon poche 
‘Saint Jacques’
(Fresh B.C. sniwon 
served xoith 
scallops and shrimps 
in a champagne sauce
pp 0 c§3
Legumes frais 











From 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 11 
After 7:30 p.m.,ik la carte available
West Saanich Road by 





An information meeting 
will be held before final 
approval is given for a 
subdivision on some nine 
acres south of Greig 
Avenue in Central Saanich, 
council decided Monday 
night.
In a letter to council 
members of the 
municipality’s advisory 
planning commission 
recommended the plan for 
the development, which is 
adjacent to Gorge Park, be 
approved with certain 
provisions, one of which 
was that a fence be built 
between the development 
and the park, which was 
described as ecologically 
delicate and the home of 
more than 100 varieties of 
wild flowers.
The subdivision plan, in 
the names of James E. and 
Denise Arnold, James M. 
and Barbara Arnold and 
William G. Mounce 
envisions some 29 homes on 
lots no one of which is less 
than 10,000 square feet in 
area.
The plan proposes a 
system of roads within the 
development and decorative 
lighting and also provides 
that all mamor trees on the 
property be retained.
The advisory planning 
commission also recom­
mended passage of bylaw 
588 which is a regulation 
requiring development 
permits for the exploitation 
of property on Tod Inlet 
and Saanichton Bay.
Aid. George MacFarlane 
said the bylaw, which will 
be considered at a later 
date, governs marinas.
In another context, 
during the .meeting, 
MacFarlane said that the 
provincial legislation which 
gives the municipality the 
right to control develop­
ments within its boundaries 
by the issuance of permits, 
should ensure that there 
should never again be the 
low-grade housing ; sub­
divisions and developments 
which have been such a 




There are people in 
Sidney who arc so han­
dicapped they are unable to 
get to and from the office 
of their physician or to get 
to a store for the necessities 
of life.
These are the people who 
are helped by the volunteer 
service of the Peninsula 
Community Association 
and, for this service, 
volunteer drivers arc 
needed.
Chamber blasted
Sidney and North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce came in for a . 
sharp blast from Mayor 
Norma Sealey at a recent 
council meeting when 
Sealey charged the chamber 
with trying to take on 
council’s duties.
“I never cease to be 
amazed at the number of 
people who want to do the 
job of council,” Sealey 
said.
Her comments came after 
council received a letter 
from chamber director G.S. 
Fletcher on funding for the 
Beacon Avenue
beautification project.
Fletcher wrote, ‘‘Our 
chamber is presently in­
vestigating through the 
ministry of municipal 
affairs, the honorable Bill 
Vander Zalm’s proposal 
under the downtown 
Revitalization Act to afford 
municipalities some $25 
million in low interest 
loans.
‘‘This might .possibly be 
of assistance in bringing 
about effective direction to 
our program.”
Sealey said it is up to the 
municipality to apply for 
the funding, not the 
chamber. She added that 
Sidney has made initial 
enquiries about what 
funding is available for the 
Beacon Avenue project.
But she warned the 
chamber enquiries to the 
provincial government 
should be left to the 
municipality unless the 
chamber is willing to take 
on the balance of the 
funding for the project.
‘‘It is not the respon­
sibility of other agencies to 
do our applying for us.”
Aid. Ross Marlin 
countered the chamber 
should be thanked for its 
support of the project and 
its enthusiasm. Martin 
suggested the chamber and 
council get together to 
discuss mutual concerns 
about funding and the 
revitalization of the town.
North Saanich council 
has given approval in 
principle to construction of 
a 4,200 square-foot of- 
fice/warehouse complex on 
the corner of McDonald , 
Park and Mills Roads.
Approval followed a 
decision by Arctic Sciences 
Ltd., a small local private 
consulting firm, to forgo a 
spot in the new Marine 
Technology Centre under 
construction on West 
Saanich Road.
The new marine centre is 
not suited for the type of 
business done by Arctic 
Sciences, said Gary Wilton, 
one of the three owners.
Wilton said the new 
marine centre will be more 
suited to warehouse 
oriented industry while 
Arctic Sciences needs more 
concentration of office 
space.
Arctic Sciences is a three- 
-year-old North Saanich 
company currently renting 
space at 9860 West Saanich 
Road. It was started by 
David Fissel, John Marko, 
and Wilton — all residents 
of North; Saanich for the 
■ last six:years. ^
Wiiton’said all three were 
working as consultants for 
the government in the 
Arctic when they decided to 
.establish their own 
business, j
The firm now has 15 
employees and handles 
mainly physical
oceanography assignments 
involving such things as 
currents, . tides, remote 
sensing, etc.
As well, the local 
company has been doing a 
lot of work for oil com­
panies in the field of oil spill 
countermeasures and is 
presently bidding on a large 
project off Labrador.
Wilton said the new 
building will be only one- 
storey and similar in ap­
pearance to the Keyward by the end of this month 
Industries Ltd., building on and the firm should occupy 
McDonald Park Road. the building by Oct. 1,
Construction should start Wilton added.
GOING ON tf r eS:..
MAKE SURE WITH _ 
A COMPLETE TUNE-UP IN 
OUR AUTO SERVICE 
CENTER
. ET OS
BEFORE YOU LEAVE 
— CALL IN AND 
pOlNtS* SEE us
\ about our\ SPRING 
\ CHECK-UP 
\ SPECIAL.




Voimg Teresa DeWolfe khks off /9S0 
Sidney Little I.eagm mt.m with reading of 










MAY 8, 9 S lOth
20% OFF faVics 
10% OFF
KNiniNG YARNS
[Sale only on Regular Price Items]
Georgette’s Fabrics it Crafts
2459 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.
Phone: 656-1323
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY
































Good Morning ^ <1 ig 





Instant Sunburst CQc]: 
70 g. cup
Bread Dough
Easy Bake $*1 44
pkg. of 5's 1
Vegetable Juice
V8 brand
48 oz. tin HU
All Purpe^e Flour
Dutch Oven $^85 
10 kg. bag
Soda Crackers





3V4 oz. tins 0/ JL
Paper Towels
Kleenex $119









POTATOES 15 lb BAG
MEXICAN FRESH ajail'
CANTALOUPES each 49"
CALIFORNIA NAVEL
ORANGES
CALIFORNIA FRESH
BROCCOLI lb.
